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Editorial  
 
 
 

 
 
This is a very special issue of the European Journal of Geography (EJG) and it is special , as it 
represents a milestone in the short history of our journal. Within only four years of publication, 
the European Journal of Geography (ISSN / E-ISSN: / 1792-1341) was evaluated by the Content 
Selection & Advisory Board (CSAB) and was accepted with flying colors for inclusion in SCOPUS 
the leading world citation database due to the quality of its papers. The reviewers’ comments 
were that EJG is: “A fine journal with excellent and widely cited papers on European 
geography -- green lights all the way. So welcome to Scopus! “. 

This outcome not only fills me with great pride and immense pleasure, but also provides me with 
the opportunity to give thanks and acknowledge the responsibility for that honoring event, to 
those that they have made it possible. In other words, the inclusion of our journal in SCOPUS is 
the result, first and foremost, of the high quality work of the authors that submitted their valuable 
scientific efforts to the journal. In addition, however, of paramount importance was the 
contribution of the associate editor, Yorgos Photis, who worked hard to transform the “manual” 
operation I was managing at the beginning of the EJG, into its present full-fledge automatic 
operation. Last but not least, I have to mention the important contribution of all the members of 
the presidium of the European Association of Geographers, for the unconditional support and 
the necessary freedom they provide me, in leading the flagship of our association through these 
difficult and challenging first four years.  

                                                                                               Professor Kostis Koutsopoulos 

                                                                                                      Editor in Chief          
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EUROPE’S ECONOMIC LANDSCAPE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF TRADE 

FLOWS AND NET FOREIGN ASSETS POSITIONS 

Maria Stella CHIARUTTINI 
University of Zurich, Department of Economics, Zürichbergstrasse 14, 8032 Zurich, Switzerland. 

maria.chiaruttini@econ.uzh.ch 

Abstract 

Globalisation has been characterised by the emergence of huge imbalances worldwide. 

Countries have become highly asymmetrical in terms of trade balances and net foreign assets 

positions as a result of a process of production relocation of unprecedented proportions. The 

stability itself of Europe’s trade position is the result of diverging trajectories for the group of 

net importing and exporting countries and similar growing disparities can be found analysing 

cross-country assets holdings. In the paper four main country profiles within Europe are 

identified: heavily indebted countries with increasing deficits in merchandise trade but 

growing net FDI positions and net exports in royalties and license fees, like the United 

Kingdom; rising manufacturing exporters with a positive net FDI position; a periphery of FDI 

recipients with an improving trade balance, and finally countries, like the Mediterranean ones, 

that are both net capital and goods importers. 

Keywords: globalisation, external imbalances, net foreign assets positions, Europe, EUROGEO 2013. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

One of the most striking features of the worldwide economic evolution over the last thirty 

years has been the emergence of sizable external imbalances across countries (Belke and 

Schnabl, 2013). The scientific debate has mostly focussed on trade imbalances, the most 

prominent example of which is the current account deficit of the United States vis-à-vis 

China. In recent years however, thanks to improved data availability, it has become apparent 

that trade was only one side of the coin and that economies had started to diverge wildly also 

in terms of foreign assets positions (Bracke et al., 2008). 

The main concern of the literature on global imbalances has been to determine whether and 

in which measure they represent equilibrium outcomes, corresponding to optimal responses to 

some forms of international asymmetries (like different stages of financial development) or, 

on the contrary, they constitute dangerous disequilibria which call for policy intervention (1). 

While this is a fully legitimate purpose for an economic paper, I believe that, from a 

geographic standpoint, focussing merely on national imbalances, or on the notion of 

imbalance per se (is it good? is it bad? is it sustainable?) risks diverting attention from one of 

the main characteristics of globalisation, namely its disrupting capability of reshaping 

economic relationships beyond or, more precisely, independently of national borders, which 

ultimately correspond to a political concept.    
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Imbalances are just symptoms - what should be of interest for the research is the 

phenomenon they hint at, that is the emergence of new complex economic systems linking 

national economies through a nexus of industrial and financial relations. From the analysis of 

these mutual dependencies, it may well result that the newly identified economic system is, 

overall, much more stable than its single components. Which at the same time means that 

areas we are getting used to consider as integrated may hide major internal disparities. 

This indeed appears to be the case of Europe. A first look at basic economic indicators 

suffices to convince oneself that European countries are far from developing in a homogenous 

way and that increasing asymmetries – significant both in terms of magnitude and of 

economic and political meaning - are arising among them. 

Despite the fact that in international comparisons Europe often appears as a single unity 

(for instance vis-à-vis the United States or other major country blocks) and that the discussion 

over external imbalances has focussed much more on the United States than on the old 

continent, several authors have specifically addressed the internal heterogeneity of the latter. 

Already in 2002 Blanchard and Giavazzi noted how current account dispersion within the 

European Union paralleled the widening of current account deficits and surpluses among 

OECD economies. The euro crisis, however, has spurred scholars to investigate this 

phenomenon more closely (Barnes et al., 2010; Hein, 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Belke and 

Dreger, 2013; Körner and Zemanek, 2013).  

The aim of the paper is therefore to show, in a first section, how in Europe an overall trade 

stability can coexist with a growing divergence at national level. Then, in the second part, the 

evolution of the single economies is considered so as to identify groups which share a similar 

development path. The present analysis differs from the standard approach to the issue of 

European external imbalances in the choice of the relevant parameters. While studies usually 

provide current account figures and estimates of aggregate foreign assets positions, here the 

focus is on four of their subcategories, namely: net merchandise exports, net exports of 

royalties and license fees, net foreign direct investment (FDI) positions and net foreign 

financial investment (FFI) positions. They are meant to address, although in a rather crude 

fashion, four key questions in order to understand globalisation: 1) where physical production 

is located (merchandise exports) – 2) who sells property rights and the know-how necessary 

to produce (royalties exports) – 3) who owns production (FDI) (2) and, finally 4) where  the 

capital financing consumption and investment comes from (financial investment). This frame 

of reference therefore, more than specifically tackling the causes of the present imbalances 

(e.g. introduction of the euro, demography, fiscal policy…), as most other papers do, enables 

to outline country profiles that are typical of this stage of globalisation and which can be 

found outside Europe as well.  

Trade data are those publicly provided by the World Trade Organization (WTO). For 

foreign investment positions the External Wealth of Nations II (EWN II) dataset developed by 

Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007 b) has been used. GDP data, necessary to perform 

calculations, have been taken from the database of the World Bank World Development 

Indicators (WDI). The time horizon considered goes ideally from the Seventies to today. 

However, since royalties data started to be collected only in 2000 and the EWN II only covers 

years before 2007, in order to provide a clearer comparison Table 1 is restricted to the period 

2000-2007. References to the whole span of the time series analysed can be found in the text.  

The sample of European countries (“Europe”) comprises the EU-28 plus Switzerland, Norway 

and Iceland. 
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2. TRADE FLOWS AND CAPITAL POSITIONS IN EUROPE: AN OVERVIEW 

As mentioned in the introduction, this first section provides a bird’s-eye view on the aggregate 

situation of Europe regarding trade and cross-country holdings. As shown in Figure 1, while 

US and Japan’s merchandise trade balance has been worsening all over the last two decades, 

Europe as a whole has succeeded in keeping it fairly stable. This overall balancedness, 

however, has increasingly been the result of two opposite tendencies, namely that of net 

exporting countries to improve their positions and that of net importers to worsen them, as is 

shown in Figure 2 (3).  

 

Figure 1. Merchandise trade balance as percentage of world GDP. Source: author’s calculations based on WTO 

and WDI. 
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Figure 2. Merchandise trade balance as percentage of world GDP: European net exporters and importers. 

Source: author’s calculations based on WTO and WDI. 

Among the net exporters, the lion’s share is not surprisingly that of Germany, in an order 

of magnitude comparable to China. Germany’s merchandise balance in 2011 was almost 220 

billion dollars, while China's has totalled approximately 155 billion dollars and both have 

been following a similar trajectory since the Nineties, growing from almost zero to 3-4‰ of 

world GDP. This parallelism must not however be misunderstood: both evolutions are due to 

globalisation (4), but they differ from each other in nature, as Germany’s surplus results from 

an excess of the value (not quantity) of exports over imports more significant than China's. As 

will become clear later, these economies are typical examples of two different regimes, one 

characteristic of advanced or core nations and the other of catching-up countries. 

After Germany, though on a smaller scale, the principal net exporters are oil-producing 

Norway, the Netherlands and Ireland (all around 0.9‰ of world GDP), followed by 

Switzerland, Denmark, Belgium, Sweden, and the Czech Republic (from 0.4‰ to 0.2‰ of 

world GDP). On the side of the net importers, we find the United Kingdom (2‰), France 

(1.7‰) and Spain (0.9‰) and, with smaller deficits (between 0.5‰ and 0.2‰), Italy, Greece, 

Portugal, Poland and Romania.  

Although few years are available, the overall stability of Europe (a fairly constant and 

slightly negative balance) seems confirmed also in the case of trade in royalties and license 

fees. This contrasts with the evolution of the United States and Japan, which are increasingly 

net exporters (with a balance respectively of 1‰ and 0.1‰ of world GDP in 2011). 

Nonetheless, Europe’s flat profile is the result, as in the previous case, of diverging forces. 

Grouping again net exporters and importers, it is clear that even during such a short period of 

time (12 years) the gap between the two has substantially increased, the former passing from 

0.1‰ to 0.4‰ and the latter from -0.4‰ to -0.7‰. On the exporters’ side, four countries 

dominate, together with the United States and Japan, the world market: the United Kingdom, 

France, Sweden and the Netherlands, while Germany’s account, though still smaller, has 

become positive in the last years (5). It is worth noting, as an anticipation of the next section, 

that, while France and the United Kingdom are at the same time merchandise importers, the 

Netherlands, Sweden and Germany are exporters. As regards the net importers, the main 

responsible for the fall of the balance is Ireland, as mentioned below.  
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The apparent European stability breaks down as soon as we start considering indicators of 

foreign assets positions. In the early Nineties the net FDI position of Europe and the United 

States begun surging, the former passing from 0.2% to 2.6% and the latter from 0.5%, to 1.8% 

of world GDP. Japan, on the contrary, had been growing since the Seventies, but it stopped 

when the Western ascent began. A feature that FDI and trade figures at European level still 

share, however, are the increasing disparities between the group of net FDI investors and 

recipients, though the positions of the former prevail on aggregate. The major net investors 

worldwide are, besides the United States, the United Kingdom and France (each with a 

surplus between 1% and 1.5% of world GDP during the last decade), while Switzerland, 

Germany and the Netherlands come after Japan each with roughly 0.4%. Other net investors 

are Italy and the Nordic countries, while the Eastern and the other Mediterranean countries are 

net recipients. 

Unlike FDI, European net financial investment position (FFI) (6) has been constantly 

worsening since the Seventies, tracking very closely the United States, both dropping from 

almost balance to a deficit of more than 6% of world GDP. The countries which have 

contributed the most to this evolution are the United Kingdom, Spain, France and Italy, 

already mentioned as major net merchandise importers. As in the case of the United States, 

the principal cause of this deterioration was growing indebtedness. This trend has been mainly 

counterbalanced by the volatile position of Germany, the very stable position of Switzerland 

and the growing holdings of Belgium and Norway; nonetheless, the net assets of these four 

countries (2%) covered in 2007 only the UK negative position.  

3. THE DIVERGING ECONOMIC PATHS OF EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

The previous section aimed at providing an overview of the size and evolution of four types 

of imbalances for the developed nations, focussing in particular on Europe. This second part 

will further elaborate on the issue, showing how with these four very general indicators it is 

already possible to propose a classification of the European countries. While before, looking 

at the worldwide picture, what was relevant was the size of the imbalances with respect to the 

global economy, hereafter figures are given as percentage of each country’s GDP, so as to 

highlight the different paths of development irrespectively of nation size. 

The classification here proposed is very simple. There are two groups of mature economies 

which differ substantially in their recent evolution: the former (United Kingdom, France) 

follows what we can call the “American model”, with reference to the United States, while the 

latter (Germany, Netherlands, Scandinavian countries) will be simply referred to as the 

“German model” (7). Then there are two other groups: that of the industrial periphery 

(Ireland, transition countries) and the Mediterranean economies. The present categorisation 

must of course be taken in a genuine “economic-geographical sense”, as it does not aim at 

demonstrating the existence of four stereotypical paths of development, but instead it divides 

countries into different classes only to better clarify their characteristics, fully acknowledging 

the idiosyncrasies of each of them. Table 1 summarises the relevant data. 

The United Kingdom is the country that most closely resembles the United States: both 

have been running large merchandise deficits in the past decades, accounting for 6-7% of their 

GDP, contemporarily to a (smaller) services surplus, mainly driven by exports of financial 

services for the United Kingdom and of financial services together with royalties and license 

fees for the United States (Chiaruttini, 2013). Obviously, the merchandise deficit reflects 

(though not uniquely) production offshoring, as attested by the increasing FDI positions. At 

the same time the debt burden has been constantly increasing, reflecting the need to finance 
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domestic consumption as well as the willingness of the rest of the world to invest in these two 

countries at the very heart of the global financial system. On the capital side, France shows a 

picture very similar to the United Kingdom, while only since the late Nineties the 

merchandise balance started deteriorating. Furthermore, France is also losing competitiveness 

in services. Recalling the figures on net royalties exports, we can summarise the “American 

model” as that of a country which controls international production through FDI and the sale 

of patents and other property rights; production offshoring is coupled with growing net 

imports and aggregate demand is financed through debt.  

An alternative model is that of Germany and other continental countries. Also Germany is 

acquiring a growing stake in worldwide production (FDI), though its size is far beneath that of 

the United Kingdom and France. The country pursues a mercantilistic strategy with a 

remarkable surplus in merchandise trade and a net financial investment position which has 

kept growing since 1998. The Netherlands, which plays a key role as a re-exporter of Asian 

manufactures towards Europe, experienced the same evolution of Germany with respect to 

merchandise trade, while its net FDI holdings in percentage of GDP are almost comparable to 

that of the United Kingdom and France. At the same time, the royalties account, formerly 

negative, increased exponentially, being now, after merchandise, the most important 

contribution to the overall trade balance. Though negative, the FFI position began to improve 

around 2000. Switzerland too has very rapidly increased its net FDI position, while 

maintaining its role of international lender. Though usually seen merely as a financial 

operator, the country’s merchandise balance has been uninterruptedly growing and now its 

size surpasses that of financial and insurance services (Chiaruttini, 2013).  

Table 1. Merchandise and royalties and license fees trade balance, net FDI position, net foreign financial 

investment (FFI) position of European countries: value in 2007 as percentage of GDP and difference from 2000 

(2002 for trade figures of Belgium and Luxembourg) (8). Source: author’s calculations based on WTO, EWN II 

and WDI. 

                 
 Merchandise 

Royalties and 

license fees 
Net FDI position Net FFI position 

 2007 change 2007 change 2007 change 2007 change 

American model               

United States -6.25  -1.42  0.42  0.15  7.25  6.13  -24.76  -8.77  

United Kingdom -6.51  -2.26  0.26  0.16  20.28  -10.81  -42.38  1.31  

France -2.76  -1.90  0.16  0.14  32.10  1.67  -22.12  4.18  

German model        

Germany 8.01  5.11  -0.08  0.06  7.44  6.17  17.03  19.61  

Netherlands 7.43  3.57  0.47  0.56  19.67  3.68  -21.32  14.57  

Switzerland 2.42  3.21  -0.08  -0.44  68.85  16.70  62.06  21.64  

Denmark 1.65  -1.93  0.22  - 7.09  7.45  -25.25  -1.88  

Norway 14.25  -1.00  0.02  0.19  7.52  -1.99  36.29  34.33  

Sweden 3.37  -2.39  0.63  0.49  3.88  -8.00  -15.98  37.43  

Industrial periphery       

Ireland 14.51  -12.53  -8.74  -0.86  -18.22  84.14  0.14  -88.60  

Czech Republic 2.40  7.30  -0.36  -0.30  -59.70  -22.84  -5.37  -10.12  

Slovakia -2.50  0.73  0.03  0.18  -51.98  -31.76  -33.24  -14.39  

Hungary -0.12  8.46  -0.61  -0.29  -50.55  -5.53  -64.51  -16.53  
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Poland -6.01  4.08  -0.34  -0.04  -36.89  -17.50  -35.99  -7.21  

Slovenia -3.08  3.81  -0.31  -0.13  -14.50  -3.87  -60.64  -36.22  

Estonia -21.22  0.31  -0.13  -0.02  -51.11  -8.71  -45.41  -22.08  

Latvia -24.38  -7.36  -0.09  0.03  -33.92  -7.62  -64.91  -49.80  

Lithuania -18.59  -4.18  -0.05  0.05  -34.69  -14.54  -45.56  -18.72  

Bulgaria -27.17  -14.06  -0.15  -0.10  -92.65  -75.48  -14.20  -10.57  

Romania -17.62  -10.24  -0.12  -0.01  -36.40  -18.15  -36.13  -23.62  

Croatia -22.71  -6.65  -0.29  -0.32  -71.12  -61.86  -55.76  -22.35  

Mediterranean countries       

Italy -0.55  -0.71  -0.03  0.03  7.33  1.96  -29.52  -13.73  

Greece -17.99  -0.53  -0.18  -0.02  -6.90  -1.70  -96.99  -54.68  

Portugal -12.78  0.51  -0.16  0.06  -20.09  -9.25  -81.47  -39.85  

Spain -9.44  -2.39  -0.21  0.00  -0.96  -2.91  -84.94  -53.34  

Cyprus -33.06  -1.98  -0.15  -0.10  -39.53  1.21  26.85  49.10  

Malta -22.39  1.88  -0.48  -0.27  -106.03  -42.88  39.31  15.08  

Other countries        

Austria 0.16  2.59  -0.20  0.02  -1.88  0.74  -19.18  6.94  

Belgium 4.22  -0.45  -0.07  -0.03  -33.66  -27.02  60.72  -1.85  

Finland 3.38  -6.19  -0.07  -0.33  10.35  -12.43  -42.31  136.20  

Iceland -9.57  -1.66  -0.02  -0.02  72.65  70.67  -197.96  -129.51  

Luxembourg -10.08  4.23  -0.01  -0.09  -44.06  58.47  156.02  -34.36  

         

Another very successful exporter is Denmark. Though its merchandise balance tends to be 

volatile, since the Nineties it has been floating between 2% and 4% of GDP. Over time the 

country has accumulated net FDI assets, at the same time constantly improving its FFI 

position and its positive balance in royalties. Sweden tends to shift towards services in its 

trade structure (royalties account for one fourth of the overall services balance), but 

merchandise exports still remain important. Net FDI, always positive, had increased up to a 

large fraction of GDP in the Nineties to decrease afterwards. Another major merchandise 

exporter and capital provider (FDI but especially FFI) is Norway, whose performance was 

helped also by increasing oil prices. Finland’s development in the most recent years has been 

characterised by the sudden increase in net royalties exports (9); its FFI position has improved 

and the country has continued accumulating FDI holdings with a peak in 2000 (10). While 

during the Nineties net merchandise exports have also grown substantially (up to 10% of GDP 

in 2000), afterwards they collapsed, a fact that makes of Finland, so to speak, a former 

example of the “German model”. Austria is also a country that cannot be automatically put in 

this cluster: both the FDI and FFI positions of the country were, though negative, improving 

and the merchandise balance continued growing considerably similarly to Switzerland, but the 

2007 crisis suddenly reversed the trend, what did not happen to Switzerland, the Netherlands 

and Denmark - while Germany suffered only up to a certain degree (European Commission 

2010, p.56). 

The “German model” comprises rich economies that, in the globalisation race, are 

successful as exporters of merchandise, technology and capital. There is a second group of 

countries that carry out the function of industrial producers, this time, however, dependent on 

foreign capital and know-how. In Europe, they are the transition economies (Eastern and 
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Baltic countries) and Ireland. They are a major target of FDI, with increasingly negative 

positions that account for an extremely high fraction of GDP. At world level, Poland’s net 

FDI liabilities dramatically increased up to Brazilian levels (0.28% of world GDP in 2007), as 

did those of the Czech Republic (0.19%) and Romania (0.11%, like India). Ireland too, all 

over the Nineties, has been accumulating net FDI liabilities comparable to those of Mexico 

(0.4% in 2003) (Chiaruttini 2013). At the same time, for the majority of them also the FFI 

position plummeted. All of them are, with no exception, net importers of royalties (11). 

 The development of the merchandise balance of the transition countries displays a 

characteristic V-shape: after the dissolution of the Comecon area, the merchandise account 

fell sharply to start a quick recovery in recent years. The Czech Republic, confirming its long 

manufacturing tradition, has been the most successful in this recovery, soon followed by 

Hungary and the Slovak Republic, while Poland and Slovenia, together with the Baltic 

Republic, have not yet reached the balance, and neither have Bulgaria and Romania, for 

which a precipitous upwards trend began only some years after the EU accession. Also the 

newest Union member Croatia, though being primarily a tourism destination, has been 

experiencing a relative reduction of its net merchandise imports since 2008.  

Ireland stands apart as a manufacturing exporter. The Irish economy, as it has developed in 

the globalisation era, deserves a very careful analysis. Here I will outline only few distinctive 

features. Ireland, which still in the Eighties was running a negative trade balance, in the 

following years experienced an export boom in manufacturing, with merchandise net exports 

peaking at 30% of GDP in 2001. In the following years the economy slowed down, as 

reflected also in its declining trade balance, which however fully recovered in few years 

(2008-2011). Irish growth is mainly due to foreign capital. The two leading export sectors in 

the last decade have been manufacturing and computer and information services (where 

Ireland is world leader together with India, each serving around 18% of the market 

(Chiaruttini, 2013)), two industries where foreign multinationals are largely predominant 

(European Commission, 2010). The dependent nature of Irish production expansion is also 

witnessed by the country’s large and increasing net royalties imports, which almost totally 

offset the net exports of computer and information services. 

Besides the emerging Eastern and Irish periphery, there is in Europe another kind of 

peripheral area, namely the Mediterranean countries. Leaving aside the small services 

economies of Malta and Cyprus (12), I will focus on Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece. The 

main characteristic of this area is that it is constituted by rather advanced economies which at 

the same time fell behind in the context of the European Union. Spain, Portugal and Greece 

have been running for decades a sizable structural merchandise deficit (13). While for the last 

two countries this deficit has been partially compensated by an improving services balance 

(mainly tourism), Spain experienced difficulties in this sector as well, though still maintaining 

a positive account (Chiaruttini, 2013). At the same time the indebtedness level rose sharply, 

with a net FFI position plummeting since 1996 to record levels in the range of 80-100% of 

GDP. The Italian case lies in between the French and the Mediterranean one: its trade balance 

evolved in a very similar way to the French one (positive balance in merchandise in the 

Nineties, which afterwards turned negative, and declining services balance). Like France, 

Italy's net FFI position progressively deteriorated, though without reaching the extreme values 

of Spain, while net FDI holdings have been growing, not as steeply as France, but rather in 

the order of magnitude of Germany. Like the other Mediterranean countries and unlike 

France, however, Italy remains a net importer of royalties.  

4. CONCLUSION 
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When thinking of globalisation, it often comes to one’s mind that the stage is dominated by 

only two groups of countries: the advanced nations and the developing ones, the former 

offshoring industrial and, more and more frequently, even some services production towards 

the latter. This is however an oversimplistic view, as the European case demonstrates. 

Involved in a double process of globalisation – the increasing interconnection between 

advanced and developing economies at world level and the enlargement of the European 

Union, which increasingly influences also non-member states – the old continent offers an 

excellent example of how globalisation works. It shows that globalisation does not lead to a 

convergence towards a unique ideal national economy (14). Much more it is characterised by 

growing disparities and increased dependence among countries, which are more complex than 

the duality rich-poor or mature-emerging economies.  

There are at least four typical profiles one can identify: deindustrialising nations, like the 

United States, the United Kingdom and France, that control production abroad through FDI, 

while keeping a prominent role as technology exporters (royalties) and financial 

intermediaries; mercantilistic economies, like Germany, that pursue expansion through both 

FDI and domestic production; dependent countries that produce with foreign capital and 

technology and, finally, a group of advanced nations (the Mediterranean countries) that have 

not been able to stand competition from the last two groups and that might end up, because of 

an economic slump and wage cuts, being incorporated into the industrial periphery.  

This structure implies at least two kinds of mutual dependences. The most obvious one is 

the dependence of the importers on the exporters. These latter, however, conversely depend 

on the demand of the former, which needs to be sustained through international credit (15). 

The second one is the dependence of the periphery on investment capital and technology from 

the core. At the same time the very existence of the periphery is fundamental for the core in 

order to reshape its economic structure, allowing a reduction in production costs and a 

concentration on high value added sectors. How well these role divisions will perform and if, 

in the case of the European Union and the euro zone, they will be sustainable, is something to 

be seen in the next future.    
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NOTES 

(1) As an example of two recent papers that discuss both trade and capital imbalances, 

supporting, respectively, these opposite views, see Caballero et al. (2008) and Obstfeld and 

Rogoff (2010). 

(2) Clearly, there is no perfect parallel between goods production and FDI, also because the 

latter include investment in services enterprises as well. The paper refers only marginally to 

services, which are the object of another work (Chiaruttini, 2013). 

(3) A country is classified as a net importer (exporter) when it has been running a deficit 

(surplus) over at least the last ten years. Given the persistency of the single accounts even for 

longer periods, the distinction between importers and exporters is rather unambiguous and 

applying an alternative criterion in the few mixed cases does not change the results. In the 

case of royalties, given the short time period, the requirement is to have been a net importer 

(exporter) for at least 6-7 years. 
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(4) More precisely, there exists a direct connection between them, namely that Germany’s 

machinery and equipment goods exports have been fuelled by China’s growing demand, as 

Chen et al. (2013, p.104) remark. 

(5) In terms of market shares (country’s exports relative to world exports), the United States 

controls almost 40% of the royalties market, the other major players being the nations 

mentioned plus Switzerland. For details, see Chiaruttini (2013). 

(6) Under this category I collect debt, portfolio equity and financial derivatives assets and 

liabilities. For a detailed explanation, see Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007 b). 

(7) Though with a monetary policy perspective unrelated to this study, also Schnabl and 

Freitag (2012) counterpose the United States and Germany as both being core economies with 

an overwhelming influence on their periphery but with opposite behaviours.  

(8) Data from only two years do not always accurately summarise one country’s evolution. 

This is the case, for instance, of Swiss net royalties exports, which were negative only in 

2007, of UK net FDI holdings, which only temporarily declined after 2000, of Denmark’s net 

FFI position, displaying a clear long run upwards trend and of Latvia’s and Lithuania’s 

merchandise balance, now recovering. 

(9) Also Iceland’s net exports of royalties rose suddenly: it remains to be seen whether this 

constitutes a significant phenomenon given the pronounced volatility of the country’s trade 

structure. 

(10) As shown in the OECD statistics, the country’s FDI position started recovering after 

2007. 

(11) Slovakia reached balance in 2007 to become thereafter a net importer again. 

(12) As a side remark, these two economies are not only characterised by the importance of 

their touristic and (especially Malta) cultural and entertaining industry, but also by the fact of 

being tax havens (Battisti, 2013). 

(13) Econometric evidence seems to support the claim that Mediterranean countries suffered 

from real effective exchange rate appreciations and Chinese exports displacement more than 

the euro area average (Chen et al., 2013). 

(14) Within Europe, the homogeneity of developing trajectories is questioned for instance by 

Dunford and Smith (2000). While their paper is entrenched in the debate about convergence 

in neoclassical terms (GDP per capita, productivity, employment levels), here I am referring 

to convergence in economic structures such as external imbalances (which hence should tend 

to vanish) and the underlying production configuration. 

(15) The emergence of a “debt-led consumption boom” model and of an “export-led 

mercantilistic” model has been studied by Hein (2011) in the context of financialisation. 
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Abstract 

As we all know, the theories of economic location both in their classic shape and the more 
recent updatings mainly investigate the distribution of production and exchange in their 
physical dimension. Although the central place theory deals with the location of services, 
often immaterial, the attention is focused on the structures. The key concept remains the 
economic distance, linked to the transfer of goods.  

This approach cannot explain a world geography where the friction of space is 
continuously shrinking while the international distribution of activities is commanded by the 
management of financial assets.  

The paper tries to point out some basic concepts, the objects characterizing this kind of 
space, and the flows connecting them. The graphic representations tentatively describe some 
of these peculiar patterns and outline specific features like the circulation of capitals and the 
profits offshoring schemes. 

Keywords: EUROGEO13, financial geography, financial space, offshoring, tax havens.  

1. A PECULIAR KIND OF ECONOMIC SPACE 

In a world where economic relationships are increasingly dominated by finance the researcher 
is required to perform a significant conceptual improvement, that is to say, to  lay out a 
geography of financial relationships describing such phenomena in the framework of 
economic geography. Only after this systematization work will we have at our disposal the 
adequate concepts and metrics to make the procedures adopted by economic operators 
transparent and the quantities (values) at stake readable. 

Since the 19th century the German school of spatial economy has provided us with the 
tools necessary to describe a simplified economic space, well beyond the concept of economic 
distance. Nevertheless, the classic and neoclassic location theories have lost their capacity to 
explain the spatial distribution of activities given the reduced importance of the friction of 
distance brought about by the revolution in communications in the twentieth century. 

Actually, in these authors (especially the triad Thünen-Weber-Christaller) there is much 
more than what we usually care to admit, especially as far as the adjustments of the spatial 
structures to the changing framework situation are concerned. Let us remember that the 
criticism levelled at the time was centered on the assumed staticity of their models. It is the 
basic Marxian criticism to classical economy. To a closer analysis, however, we can 
recognize both a generic mechanism in the development of central places (from protocentral 
places to highest rank post-industrial metropolis), characterized by the evolution in time of 
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these spatial structures and the adaptation of the gravitating urban areas as a consequence of 
the moving of borders (Christaller 1933, who was writing in Germany in the aftermath of the 
First World War, clearly mentions it). Even a phenomenon which may seem to be typical of 
the contemporary world, i.e. the industrial delocalization, finds a valid interpretation in 
Weber’s work. 

What anyway location theories in their traditional interpretation totally disregard is the 
influence of currency. Problems such as the variability of prices in relation to the inflation or 
deflation phenomena, the effect of variable interest rates, or the competition between 
production and finance were not mentioned in these reassuring models, nor was it necessary 
as long as the financial activity remained within the services functional to the carrying out of 
the productive one. This allowed the scholars to keep the traditional interest in material 
landscapes within the sphere of economic geography, this way maintaining the unity of 
geographical disciplines. 

Over the last fifty year the emergence of financialization, i.e. an economy based on the 
management of capitals separated from the needs of production, has changed the term of 
convenience of economic processes, greatly influencing the international distribution of 
labour. This has been made possible by the aforementioned revolution of transports, which 
has significantly loosened all location bounds. In a world where accessibility has hugely 
increased, however, the specific case of the distribution of capitals needs to be highlighted 
also in its geographical connotations.  

Indeed the informatization of transactions led some authors to speak of the end of 
geography as for money and finance (O’Brien, 1992). Scholars as well as columnists, 
hypnotized by the globalization myths, envisaged the taking shape of the economist's dream, 
the “perfect market”, without frictions, lack of information and borders. The emergence of the 
present world crisis in 2007-2008 did justice to such naïve allegations restoring the vision of a 
world as a mosaic of geographies variously linked (French, Leyshon and Thrift, 2009; 
Chapelle-Blancard and Tadjeddine, 2010).  

2. THE MOBILITY OF CAPITAL 

As we all know, since the invention of currency wealth transformed itself into capital, 
becoming more and more mobile in its essence. As a consequence, the dynamics of financial 
relationships  occupies a space of its own which is drawn by the movements of capitals. These 
move through specialized institutions - banks, financial societies, insurances, regulated and 
not regulated markets - so that a geographical analysis would seem to lead us again to the 
study of the location of these institutions. In this field, for example, Christaller tells us where 
the structures which collect and manage savings are located. Weber, in turn, underlines that 
industries settle wherever they find location advantages, among which of course capitals 
available at a low cost. All classic and neoclassic authors theorize an isotropic, basically 
homogeneous space, in which it is possible to quantify and map the ingoing and outgoing 
flows from the different poles. At this point the problem confronting the researcher is how to 
propose an explanation not only for the entity and direction of the flows considered, but, what 
is more relevant, for the role played by these flows.  

Such an explanation cannot limit itself to the urban dimensions, i.e. to the metrics of 
central location. Nor it suffices to study the issues of financial centers (Yeandle et al. 2013). 
The key question is that financial space is not in fact an isotropic one. Despite being a 
relation-bearing space, it is characterized from the onset by a remarkable lack of 
homogeneity. As the capital is a form of measure and at the same time a synthesis of several 
underlying factors, it is not only a separate part of the system but includes wide portions of 
economy, if not (albeit always) all of it. As many authors are stressing (Lee, Clarke, Pollard 
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and Leyshon, 2009), what still requires a geographer’s work is the study of the relationships 
existing between finance and the rest of economy, an essential prerequisite for a minimal 
understanding of that reality which is encompassed in the phrase “money and financial 
space”. 

What for the geographer is a space, variously polarized, is a market for the economist. In 
both cases it is a set of well defined rules that define the geometrical properties of the objects 
which make it up and of the relationships between them. In essence, these rules are inspired 
on one hand by the current official regulations, on the other by the current practice followed 
by the dealers.  Both are variable, in time and in space. We are thus experiencing a space 
whose first and foremost essence seems to be of a legal nature, a sector where partly public, 
partly private, regulations are in force. This seems to be the final argument against the idea of  
“neutral” and self-regulating markets. 

As such, it allows to draw a simplified representation, similar to the one which 
characterizes the political-administrative geography, that is to say a set of areas, singled out 
on the basis of the regulations in force in each of them, separated by boundaries of a linear 
type. The list of the states belonging to a monetary union, i.e. that comply with the same 
regulation system of capital movements, are examples of this new geography which gives us a 
sort of division of the world of an essentially geopolitical nature, similar to the map of 
military alliances. 

Such a representation, albeit useful, can be only the beginning for a proper analysis of the 
matter. An analysis has to be carried out not only through an increasingly detailed 
regionalization, but above all going over from the consideration of surfaces to that of 
relationship networks (see: Klagge and Martin, 2005; Sokol, 2007). To concentrate on the 
latter it is necessary to become fully aware of the types of functions which are performed by 
the dealers, that is the specialized economic operators. This way we shall succeed in building 
an “abstract economic landscape”, similar to those proposed since Thünen, but at the same 
time of a completely new kind.   

3. THE SPACE FORMING OBJECTS 

The implementation of all this strongly influences anthropogeographic reality, an influence 
not less important than the physical features of a territory. For the entrepreneurs, the existence 
of an import duty or a certain interest rate does not substantially differ from the effects of an 
economic distance comparable in terms of an increase in costs, as Alfred Weber had already 
underlined. Let us now see what are the “objects” which characterize this space, tentatively 
represented as in Fig. 1. 
a. The producers of capitals, considered as the instrumental forms through which financial 
capitals are materially created and exchanged (currency, quasi-currency, etc.). Hereby we 
mean issuing institutes, private and public banks, commodity and stock exchanges, together 
with other controlled markets,  etc.; 
b. the consumers of capital: companies, families, individuals, public administrations; 
c. the intermediaries in circulation: banks, post offices, stock exchanges, investment funds 
etc., all functionally related and spatially hierarchized; 
d. the areas of circulation of capitals, i.e. the markets. Here we can see one of the properties of 
financial spaces, compartmentation. This in particular as far as the payment means are 
concerned, currencies.  We have here to distinguish between open, closed and semi-closed 
currency areas; 
e. the passages, or continuity bridges. These are the points that allow the passage between 
different areas. The introduction of internet has shifted the stress from the physical to the 
computerized transfer, but owing to the concentration of this service in a reduced number of 
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operators the concept does not change. The accessibility moves from the physical to the 
computerized space, however through well identified channels organized in networks of 
intermediaries: So this concept partly overlaps category “c”;  
f. the “transformers” in the financial spaces. These are the equivalent in economics of the 
“black holes” in astrophysics. While the latter attract matter and expel energy and water, the 
former attract capitals, re-sending them under different material and legal forms. They 
constitute the so-called “offshore system” (Rose and Spiegel, 2007; Marshall, 2008; Palan and               
Murphy, 2010; Shaxson, 2011), a cluster of places through which the capitals are 
continuously moving without any stable location. A special case in this field are the so-called 
“tax havens”, the perfect example of “non-places” (Augé, 1995) from the economic point of 
view. 

 
Figure 1. Iconographies of financial space. Source: author’s elaboration. 

4. AN INTERTWINING OF NETWORKS 

What gives coherence and therefore unity to the financial space is the structure functionally 
linking different local spaces in a sort of “hyperspace” with varying geography. Actually, 
such networks are originated by the action of multinationals, which endow themselves with a 
financial structure somehow parallel to that which produces and markets goods and services. 
The impulse therefore proceeds from real economy, which is the real maker of the 
financialization process. 

So, economic geography has to reconsider its enquiry methods in order to take into account 
both structures, which are geographically characterized either out of necessity or of choice. 
A representation of the intertwining between real economy and finance is shown in Figure 2.  

As we can see, each of the “official” macro sectors of activity is matched by a wide 
parallel sector which lies to a different extent just within the law. This measure is determined 
by the regulations in force in any specific instance. At the center of the system there are the 
capitals  formally stored offshore, mostly within “secret jurisdictions” (Shaxson, 2011), the 
statute of which takes on legal value for some regulations and some activities but is still 
illegal for others. Although all of the structures of the system are interlinked, a direct, one 
hundred per cent contact is a prerogative of just the offshore sector. 
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Figure 2. The capital flows in the intertwining of real and financial economy. Source: author’s elaboration. 

The system as such has been modeled by the rushing emergence of multinationals, 
recognized today as the major operators on the capital market. Figure 3 will help us to 
understand their spatial structure. 

First of all (sub A) let us consider the case of a successful company which wants to expand 
its activities on the international market and sets up to this aim a number of subsidiaries in 
several countries. From an initial stage of mere product marketing it often switches to a 
(partial or total) decentralization of productive activities, taking advantage of the differentials 
existing as far as production costs and purchasing power on single local markets are 
concerned. 

A deeper knowledge of the local situation now enables the parent company to exploit the 
differences existing in the fiscal systems it and its subsidiaries have to refer to. The parent 
company usually works in an economically advanced country and has to pay higher taxes than 
its subsidiaries. It is therefore advisable to keep abroad part of the profits gained. At a later 
stage it tries to exploit the whole of the fiscal differentials present within the circuit thanks to 
the transfer of goods and services among the different company units. As the parent company 
controls all of its subsidiaries, an overall accounting is easy to manage. Profits are divided 
among a series of companies which are formally independent, so that each of them is free to 
fix the prices of the products to be put on the market. 

It is here that we can see the difference between the units targeting the consumer markets 
and those working in the sector of the intermediate goods. The former are compelled by the 
competition to contain their prices and can do so in that their strategy is basically founded on 
scale economies, while the latter are encouraged to maximize or minimize prices according to 
the inputs coming from their parent company. At this point it is important to consider again 
the fiscal factor. As the single companies are taxed on the base of their balance results, the 
group finds it advantageous to submit meagre (if not in the red) economic results in the 
countries with high taxation, good results in those where taxation is low. 

This can be easily achieved thanks to the expanding use of transfer pricing, that is by 
creating paper transactions between subsidiaries of the same company to separately allocate 
costs, proceeds and profits to selected countries. This means that the subsidiaries, acting as 
proper departments of one company although legally and geographically separated, can fix 
their sale prices disregarding  the economic laws of supply and demand. As a matter of fact 
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they can work under either monopoly - if compared to the customer company - or monopsony 
conditions, if compared to the supplier (1). 

 
Figure 3. The multinational stages in the offshoring of profits. Source: author’s elaboration 

    The final result is a net saving on taxes, which in turns results in higher margins of profit. 
It is clear that the policy of the multinationals determines, as far as their subsidiaries are 
concerned, their a) geographical localization, b) range of activity, c) profitability and d) 
growth prospects. The consequences in terms of distortions of  economic structures in the 
countries considered are remarkable but generally misunderstood, given the control 
multinationals have over political structures, media and politicians. 

5. THE ROLE OF TAX HAVENS 

Since the Seventies, in parallel to the explosion of multinationalization, the management of 
fiscal charges has become of paramount importance, so that the system described above has 
been further improved. As an example, see Figure 3b. 

In some cases - especially in the service sector, but the same is true in the productive 
sector, through  patents and trademarks - it is convenient to externalize the management of 
intellectual property to a subsidiary, which is given control over a certain geographical area. 
For very wide areas encompassing several countries the subsidiary can in turn act as a sort of 
head company towards the sub-licensees. The latters resell the intellectual property on their 
respective markets and pay the royalties to the licensing company. Using transfer pricing the 
company profit is almost completely drained, so that profits concentrate in the main 
subsidiary, usually located in a low taxation country, what enables the parent company to 
make large extra profits abroad. 

Of course all this happens in the framework of an endemic conflict, a sort of “cops and 
robbers” game, between companies and tax authorities in each country, so that the diagram 
shown will undergo several changes in time. 

The first innovation comes with the entry of one or more “tax havens” (see Figure 3c). 
These “secret jurisdictions”, as Shaxson defines them, basically supply two kinds of services. 
In the first place, they do not levy any tax on society income, but limit themselves to collect a 
fixed amount for each society incorporated there. In the second place, they guarantee 
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anonymity to those societies, thus making it impossible to any government to ascertain the 
real ownership, properties, capitals and exchange value of such a company.  

Such benefits enable both natural and legal persons to let capitals leave the country under 
new legal identities, re-inserting them in the economic circuit, both real and financial, with 
unrestricted freedom. Moreover, incoming capitals can be invested also in the parent company 
as loans, for which the society is legally bound to pay large sums - both as interests and 
capital repayment - to a foreign party which formally acts as a capital lender. This means 
activating a system of exports of capitals in broad daylight and fully legal. Such was the case 
of the capital exports by Russian oligarchs to Cypriot banks. As revealed in the financial crisis 
which hit the island in the first months of 2013, Cyprus was the main country to host foreign 
capitals invested in the Russian Federation. 

A further improvement enables a society to shift the capitals it has amassed this way, from 
one country to another bypassing the fiscal collection on such movements. To this aim they 
exploit the existing international conventions which in some cases exonerate from paying 
taxes on the transfers within or outside the EU, in this case incentivating the flow towards 
fiscal havens. This system makes it possible to reduce income taxation on foreign revenue to 
slightly more than 2% against  35-28% for USA and Great Britain respectively. The dodges 
used to escape taxation are known by the nickname of “Double Irish” (Darby and Lemaster, 
2007). In both cases, operations are divided between operating and shell companies located in 
different countries. In the former case we have a real and a fake company coexisting in 
Ireland, the former structured so as to appear resident to fiscal aims in a “special jurisdiction”. 

In the latter, we have the presence of a convenient society residing to all intents and 
purposes in an otherwise “normal” country like the Netherlands. It is used for transfers to 
fiscal havens and is placed between the Irish companies as a slice of meat between two slices 
of bread, hence the nickname of” Dutch sandwich”. 

6. THE GOOGLE CASE-STUDY 

The system is well explained in the case of Google Inc., which can be taken as a paradigmatic 
“company example”.  It has increasingly been in the limelight since 2010. The American 
company sold the licence for the commercial exploitation of its search engine in European, 
African and Middle East countries to an Irish subsidiary, Google Ireland Holdings. The latter 
set its headquarters in the Bermudas. As a consequence, according to Irish law it results, also 
to the US Revenue, as being resident in those islands, notoriously a tax haven. The branch 
offices remain in Ireland, where the company gives its licence to another company, the 
Google Ireland Ltd., which is the real, over 2,000  staff strong, seat of the company.  

Formally, however, this latter company gives sublicences to other companies of the group: 
Google Belgium, Google Italy etc., that sell the services on their national markets. These ones  
collect the proceeds of the activity and send them almost completely to their licensing 
company   as a compensation for the operating costs (paid however in Ireland) and for the 
royalties. As a consequence, all national licencees submit extremely poor profits. In Ireland, 
the taxation of society profits does not exceed 12,5%, while in the USA it is 35%. Since the 
tax residence is in the Bermudas, taxation on the rest  is practically nothing. Take notice that 
Google Ireland Ltd. gets credit for 88% of all Google's overseas revenues. 

At present the system is even more refined. If the royalty payments occurred strictly within 
Ireland they would be taxable. Therefore Google Ireland transfers (free of duty, as it is a infra-
EU transfer) the royalty money to a third society, the Google Netherlands Holding BV, where 
all the accounting formally takes place. It is the Dutch company which carries out the last 
transfer to the tax haven for the 99,8% of its revenue. This way the Irish tax authorities are 
deprived of their levy on transfers (20%), and must settle for a Google Ireland's pretax profit 
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of less than 1% on its revenues. All in all, it is a brilliant scheme. Through a series of 
individually legal operations it reduces to a minimum the taxes on activities carried out 
outside the USA, activities which would account for about 53% of the profits of this company 
(2008 estimate, Drucker, 2010). 

This is the configuration adopted at present by hundreds of companies, among which all 
the big ones of the informatics, pharmaceutical and technological sectors. This has come to 
the attention of the public after the outbreak of the economic crisis in 2007, which has 
induced the authorities in all countries to make every possible effort to bring the escaped 
capitals back into the taxable basis. 

It is estimated that 135 US societies have accumulated 1,000 billion dollar in untaxed 
foreign profits (data 2009). At the global level the total amount is probably much higher 
considering that in 2008 alone the 13,000 shell companies established in the Netherlands by 
foreign multinationals for the purpose of channeling financial assets from one country to 
another shifted more than 5,4 trillion dollar during 2008. 

The outlined system therefore appears to be, to a closer analysis, a mere legal fiction, based 
on a number of conventions allowing to geographically move the ownership of capitals but as 
a matter of fact does not require to actually move them. As N. Shaxson says, money is 
actually parked outside tax havens. These are nothing more than empty shells, where there is 
no treasure which can be reached through a legal or illegal surprise intervention. 

Tax havens are just links, although of the utmost importance, in a network of relationships 
created to make capitals untraceable, and therefore untouchable. This is why in Fig. 1 we have 
called them “transformers”. The actual structure of the system has recently been revealed by 
ICIJ (International Consortium of Investigative Journalists). It is a huge network comprising 
122,000 offshore companies with 12,000 intermediaries which extends over more than 170 
countries. Actually, a globalized network allowing the accumulation of capitals and their  
conveying to the most profitable locations and activities. The tax havens considered are 10, a 
small number if compared to the about 60 generally considered. But also this figure is in 
reality much less than the real number, considering the ambiguous role inherent to the status 
of “offshore centers”. 

As we can see, the financial space is just beginning to reveal itself and promises to be an 
extremely fruitful research field for our disciplines. 
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NOTES 

(1) It is worth while mentioning that this way multinationals manage to completely disrupt 
normal market relationships to a much greater extent than the traditional theory of monopoly 
and monopolistic competition had envisaged. For this reason the endless applications for 
liberalizations on the basis of alleged “market needs” are in most cases untenable. As a matter 
of fact, the so-called “market freedom” consists in the progressive disappearance of the 
system of free competition and its replacement with a system of monopolistic competition 
between totally integrated sectors which foreshadows in the near future the triumph of a world 
monopoly for each single macro sector of activity. 
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Abstract 

In an area where tourism endures and starts to develop, its effects on economic and social 
structure and its positive and negative aspects can clearly be observed. It is possible to 
classify these effects as economic, social-cultural and environmental-ecological effects. 
Within the context of positive and negative effects of tourism, substantial “visual” changes 
may arise in natural and cultural geographical area. Thereby; while tourism can have a 
“standardisation” effect on the area, it can also establish “unique tourism environments”. 

Bergama is one of the most important districts for its development at cultural tourism in 
İzmir. Rich in its cultural attractiveness, tourism in Bergama has brought forth to some visual 
changes in town’s geographical area. “Functional” changes constitute the primary source of 
these changes. Because, any regulation and innovation realized for tourism or tourist is 
reflected directly on geographical landscape. For example; transportation services, historical 
and recreational area design, lightning, souvenir shops, accommodation, food&beverage and 
entertainment facilities, restoration studies etc. have created grave innovations/changes on 
conventional landuse.     

In this report; spatial changes in Bergama as a result of tourism will be analysed in time 
scale taking the views of local tourism actors into consideration, reasons will be questioned 
and critical approaches for obtained results will be put forward. In this way, it will be also 
possible to determine the information and consciousness level of local tourism actors about 
the role of tourism for changes on their local environment. 

Keywords: Landscape, land use, tourism, spatial effect, Bergama, change  

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important service sectors developing in the 21st century is tourism. With the 
emergence of reasons like increase in income levels of people, technological developments in 
transportation and communication, desire of people to utilize the leisure time attained as a 
result of facilitated lives; participation in tourism is increasing persistently both in national 
and international levels. Coastal tourism consisted of sea, sand, sun triple still takes hold 
today and searches for innovation and diversity in tourism are increasing in accordance with 
the changing interest and demands. As a result of this, tourism developing at coastal areas in 
the past started to extend into internal areas with the development of new tourism trends and 
paved the way for alternative tourism areas in internal regions. Spatial changes take place in 
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internal tourism areas which have great potential in natural, historical and cultural aspects 
along with the development in tourism and effects of these changes to environmental and 
cultural structure are deepening day by day (Özdemir and Kervankıran, 2011: 2, 3). 

If tourism is analyzed in the simplest system, it consists of three spatial elements: Places 
where tourists live (tourist originating places), places where people go for sightseeing 
(destination places), journeys taken between tourist originating and tourist receiving places. 
Tourism geography is associated with these three elements of tourism in every level of spatial 
scale. Each tourism event ranging from inner city tourism movement to cross continental 
tourism movements is included within the research field of “a spatial science”, geography. 
Besides, the case of tourism itself is closely connected with spatial features rather than other 
economic and social practices (Özgüç, 2007: 16). 

Geography, a science researching geographical structure, climate conditions, natural 
factors and human resources of regions is closely related with tourism which is strongly 
connected with the area. This relationship can be explained with the inclusion of; features of 
tourism expansion on the area, effects of tourism on the area, specification of emerging 
touristic area and regions, grouping of these area and regions, carrying out measurements for 
the clarification of landuse capacity, taking measures for the protection of area and regions 
within the interest field of a geographer (Yolal, 2012: 60).  

The fact that tourism is leading to some environmental, economic, social and demographic 
problemsand these problems effect the area (exhaustion, distortion, modification, pollution 
etc.) directly or indirectly drives tourism geographers to examine these problems. In this case, 
initially attractive places prompting tourism movements in an area are analyzed and present 
use of these attractive places is revealed. After this case-finding, researches are finalised with 
recognition of tourism problems overlooking their source, identification of those related with 
geographical area and submission of proposals in spatial dimension on solution generating 
level (Ataberk, 2011: 594). 

While the use of expression “area” refers to an accommodation unit like city and village or 
places like vicinity, region, country, continent, even mountain, basin, coast etc., the use of 
expression “touristic area” refers to “touristic city, touristic center, tourism region, tourism 
area in any geographical unit etc.” All of these areas are classified as destination in tourism 
literature (Yolal, 2012: 64). 

Tourism creates changes in natural and cultural landscape with cultural expansion as a 
massive movement and thereby touristic globalization is brutally observed in “spatial” 
dimension, especially in coastal destinations (Yolal, 2012: 68). 

2. RESEARCH FIELD AND ITS RELATION WITH TOURISM 

Bergama is placed on Bakırçay Basin, north of İzmir province and Aegean Part of Aegean 
Region. It is surrounded with Ayvalık, Burhaniye and İvrindi districts of Balıkesir province 
in the north; Kınık (İzmir) and Soma (Manisa) districts in the east; Manisa central district and 
Aliağa (İzmir) district in the south and Dikili (İzmir) district in the west (Figure 1). Bergama 
district is 110 km away from İzmir city center, 60 km from Ayvalık, 27 km from Dikili and 
17 km from Kınık (Baykal, Emekli 2013: 61). 
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Figure 1. Geographical Position of Bergama (Sönmez, 2008: 6). 

Natural environment features like hydrography, flora, climate, topography an area 
reserves, constitute the attractiveness of a region. Diverse structure of natural attractive sides 
of Bergama affects tourism activities strongly (Ege Üniversitesi Bergama Meslek 
Yüksekokulu, 2012: 50). Evaluating morphological features of Bergama and its surrounding 
region from tourism view, Kozak Plateau (Figure 2) situated in the central zone of Madra 
Mountain, in the northwest of Bergama, stands unique. The plateau, covered with an 
extensive stone pine forest is an intriguing environment of beauty with its picturesque views, 
archaeological values, canyons, geological formations, water resources, and rural cultural 
values.  

 

Figure 2. Overview of Kozak Plateau. 

Bergama opens up to Aegean Sea in a short area (approximately 5 km). As these coasts are 
situated within delta area of Bakırçay, they are partly observed in wetland and quicksand 
forms. There is a sandy beach in Kazıkbağları (Zeytinbağı) vicinity (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Coast of Kazıkbağları. 

 Bergama is extremely rich in its rivers, underwater sources and thermal waters. The most 
important river is Bakırçay. Kestel Dam, Yortanlı Dam, and Madra Dam (on Ayvalık district 
boundary) are all situated in Bergama. Primary water sources of the district (Cleopatra 
Beauty Spa, Mahmudiye Spa) have healthy waters having healing effect against many 
disorders; however there is no facility on any of them (Ataberk, 2011: 595).   

While natural resources have an important place in the assessment of tourism potential of 
a vicinity, other attractive tourism elements supporting the natural resources like historical 
and cultural values, also share the same importance. It is acknowledged that Bergama has 
been an area of settlement since Prehistorical Eras. Bergama was one of the most gorgeous 
culture and art centers of Helenistic Period. Zeus Altar, the Sanctuary of Athena, Library, Big 
Palace, Theatre and City Wall were constructed in this period. Bergama Acropolis (Figure 4) 
is situated in the place of ruins from antique Pergamon city as the most important source of 
cultural attractiveness today.   

 
Figure 4. Bergama Acropolis. 

Bergama was also a central city in Roma Period. With the construction of Hadrian and 
Trajan (Figure 5) temples, Bergama maintained being the center of pontiff. Serapeum Temple 
of Roma Period, the biggest structure of Bergama is named as “Red Court” by the people due 
to use of redbrick in its construction.  
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Figure 5. Temple of Trajan (Acropolis). 

Holy place of Asklepieion (Figure 6) experienced its golden age in the 2nd century after 
the birth of Islam, respectable doctors like Satyros and Galenos gave lectures. Various 
methods of psychotherapy and physiotherapy still in use today were generally practiced in 
Asklepieion. 

 
Figure 6. Columnar Pathway (Asklepieion). 

It is claimed that one of the seven churches of Christianity in Byzantine period was located 
inside the Red Court (Figure 7) in Bergama. 
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Figure 7. Temple of Serapeum (Red Court) 

Turkish-Islamic artefacts of Seljuklu and Ottoman periods stand tall in Bergama (Ulu 
Mosque, Kurşunlu Mosque (Figure 8), Çukurhan, Taşhan, Tabaklar Bathhouse, Küplü 
Bathhouse, Bergama Covered Bazaar etc). 

 
Figure 8. Kurşunlu Mosque. 

Allianoi is supposed to be a small thermal center situated in the northwest of Bergama, in the 
center of Yortanlı Dam Lake, in the vicinity of Paşa Spa. Allianoi, started to submerge after 
the closing of dam gates on 31 December 2010.  

There are ruins of some antique dwelling places in the Kozak Plateau (Perperene, 
Okçular Castle in Okçular village (Figure 9), ruins of a small church in Kozak-Kıranlı 
village). 

 
Figure 9. Ruins of Okçular Castle (Kozak Plateau). 

Artefacts, tombs, scriptures, relieves and sculptures discovered in the excavations in 
Acropolis, Asklepieion and Red Court are exhibited in Bergama Museum the grounds of 
which were laid in 1933 (Figure 10). It is possible to see artefacts of Turkish-İslamic art 
(carpet, rug, fabric weaving and handcraft, weaving stands, weaving tools, sparrow hawk, 
shrewish clip, tambourine, double reed pipe etc.) in the Ethnography Hall of the museum. 
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Figure 10. Bergama Museum. 

International Bergama Kermis (Figure 11) has been held since 1938 and local dances and 
entertainments, concerts, forum, symposium and panels, interviews with authors, film 
screenings, various exhibitions and activities are all included within the Kermis (Ataberk, 
2011: 596). 

 
Figure 11. International Bergama Festival. 

These historical and cultural structures situated at Bergama, sharply manifests the richness 
of Bergama as a city of culture. There are 936 heritages on the World Natural and Cultural 
Heritage List prepared in accordance with the Convention Concerning the Protection of 
World Natural and Cultural Heritage recognized by UNESCO in 1972 together with the 
heritages recognized in 2010 World Heritage Committee. 725 of these heritages are cultural, 
183 natural and 28 hybrid (natural and cultural) heritages. Turkey has 10 heritages in this list, 
8 cultural and 2 hybrid. There is a Provisional List which includes the heritages, candidate 
process of which is not completed but envisaged to be proposed for this list, in addition to the 
heritages on the World Heritage List. There are 1509 heritages of 162 countries inscribed on 
the World Heritage Provisional List. In this list, the first version of which was submitted in 
1994, Turkey has 26 heritages 24 of which are cultural and 2 hybrid according to the last 
update in 2011.  Bergama is also included in these cultural heritages (Figure 12) (Ege 
Üniversitesi Bergama Meslek Yüksekokulu, 2012: 61).  
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Figure 12. Reflection of Bergama Cultural Heritage Areas Proposed for World Cultural Heritage List (Emekli, 

2009: 111). 

Initial tourism movements in Bergama district developed undoubtedly in accordance with 
the historical and cultural richness of the vicinity. There was a substantial increase in the 
number of tourists coming to our country in the 1980s and diversification of tourism and 
searches for alternative tourism came to the agenda. Throughout this development Bergama, 
rich in its history and culture became a halting place for tourists heading to İstanbul-Antalya 
tours.  

Worldwide-known structures like Asklepieion, Acropolis, Red Court, Bergama Museum 
and buildings like mosques, hostelries, bathhouses and bridges from Seljuklu and Ottoman 
periods laid the groundwork for development of tourism long time ago; however intended 
success couldn’t be achieved. It can be clearly stated that tourism in Bergama is not in a 
desirable position considering present situation in terms of touristic indicators. Especially 
number of tourists coming to Bergama, accommodation capacity, number of overnight stays 
and occupancy rates of facilities bring the problems of tourism in Bergama into view. 

Approximately 350.000-400.000 people visit museum and ruins in Bergama each year and 
most of these people leave the district without staying. This situation became the fate of 
cultural tourism in our country. Touristic potential of Bergama isn’t limited with these 
mentioned points. Customs and traditions of Bergama, its international kermis, handcrafts 
(Kozak and Yunt weavings), rural cultural values, thermal sources, and plateaus are 
intriguing enough to draw the attention of tourists (Emekli, 2011: 486).     

3. OBJECTIVE AND METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 

While economic and socio-cultural effects of tourism are observed in the recent years, spatial 
changes are also observed in the town center and its immediate places of visit in Bergama 
district, one of the key cultural tourism destinations of Turkey.  In this research, it is aimed to 
obtain the views of local tourism actors living in the district center about spatial changes. 
Thereby observation, information and consciousness levels of tourism actors about changes 
will be clarified by taking their views through eleven questions. Obtained results will not 
only shed light to the effects of tourism on area in Bergama but also contribute to interchange 
of views between local tourism actors.   

 “Interview Technique”, an open-ended, investigation centred technique which is included 
within qualitative research methods was utilized in the research. The objective of the 
interview is to deeply investigate the feelings, point of view and perspective of the 
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interviewer. For this reason, interview technique is especially utilized in cases in which 
personal views gain importance (Baş ve Akturan, 2008: 111).   

Interviews were carried out with local tourism actors in Bergama district center. Local 
tourism actors are consisted of owners and/or directors of tourism facilities, members of 
administrative board of tourism associations, high level officials of public and local 
administration. Mentioned interviews were conducted with these people in face to face 
interview technique on April 2013 with the utilization of semi-structured interview form. 
Interviews were completed by note taking throughout the interview as video or tape recorder 
was not allowed.  

4. FINDINGS 

11 questions were asked to local tourism actors and verbal answers were demanded. Views of 
local tourism actors will be analyzed on question basis and comments will be extended to 
these views. 

4.1. What is the importance and position of Bergama for tourism in İzmir?  

Local tourism actors emphasized that position of Bergama for tourism in İzmir is critically 
important in many respects. They stated that Bergama is an indispensable part of İzmir 
cultural tourism and “İzmir Cultural Tour” without Bergama would be incomplete. They 
expressed that Bergama has a grave importance in belief tourism as it is home to one of the 7 
churches of christianity alongside its cultural tourism aspect. These actors are also aware of 
the fact that one of the most important ecotourism areas of İzmir is Kozak Plateau. However 
as a result of many factors (Bergama is 100 km far away from İzmir, museum and ruins are 
not visited so often, visitors don’t accommodate etc.) they believe that Bergama cannot 
receive its deserved share from tourism in İzmir and tourism cannot contribute to socio-
economic life of local people. According to these answers, we understand that local tourism 
actors have sufficient knowledge about tourism features of İzmir and Bergama and they are 
capable of making comparisons. 

4.2. What is culture tourism? Is Bergama a suitable place for culture tourism?  

History of vicinity, experience of socio-cultural and traditional values by visitors, living 
styles of different culture and societies, learning of cuisine and entertainment cultures, 
spending time in cultural environment are common points of the definitions put forward by 
local tourism actors about culture tourism. According to the local tourism actors, historic 
fabric, cuisine culture and rich traditional handcrafts of Bergama are quite suitable for culture 
tourism. Additionally the resistance of the district’s historical and social fabric against 
modernization and standardization oppressions especially intrigues foreign visitors. As a 
matter of fact one person out of every five people in foreign culture groups absolutely 
demands for a Bergama tour.  

• Taking these answers into account, it is clear that consciousness level of local tourism 
actors about culture tourism is high. 

4.3. Which tourism facilities do local and foreign tourists visiting Bergama prefer 
generally? 
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Local tourism actors stated that foreign visitors coming to Bergama with arranged tours have 
their lunches at restaurants that tour operators agree with after visiting the museum and ruins, 
they leave from Bergama after shopping at souvenir shops. They stressed that some 
individual foreign visitors visit the district for one day and some visitors stay at the district 
for a short period of time (1-2 days), accommodate and establish a close contact with the 
local people and make substantial shopping. Mentioned tourism actors also stated that visitors 
coming with groups have their lunch at touristic restaurants and individual visitors head to 
restaurants serving local tastes in the town center and minority of them accommodate.  

• In light of these answers we understand that local tourism actors have good 
knowledge about tourists. 

4.4. How are the tourism facilities clustered in Bergama town center and its nearby 
vicinity? Can you define their places by grouping? Are these places appropriate? 
Local tourism actors described that touristic restaurants and accommodation facilities are 
clustered in the entrance of town center by İzmir road in Bergama. These actors also 
underlined that in recent years boutique hotels and authentic cafes have been opened in the 
vicinity of Kale neighbourhood and Temple of Serapeum (Red Court) on the mountainside of 
Acropolis. In view of the local tourism actors, clustered areas are appropriate and number of 
facilities can be increased as long as this doesn’t damage the historic fabric. Another different 
view suggests that there is no other clustering other than the facilities located in the vicinity 
of the Temple of Serapeum. Location choice of the ones situated in the vicinity of the Temple 
of Serapeum is appropriate as they are situated in the touristic and historic interest zone. 
However, local tourism actors think that service standard and product quality will not be 
sufficient enough in case of development in tourism of Bergama and increase in the number 
of visitors. 

• Extended responses and views are accurate. According to this, local tourism actors are 
well aware of district center. Additionally, it can be suggested that clustering of 
tourism facilities in Bergama is not an organized clustering but a clustering of its own 
course. In light of experienced process, entrance of the district (İzmir road) will 
preserve its importance and nearby Küçükkaya village will be included in the future 
clustering. Kale neighbourhood (old town) will possibly be a touristic destination in 
which boutique hotels and small scale facilities can stand, with appropriate planning.  

4.5. Where are the tourism motivated building and artefact restoration studies 
conducted in Bergama? How do these studies affect the appearance of the district and 
its nearby vicinity? 

Local tourism actors implied that civil architecture and monumental building restorations 
(Figure 13, 14, 15) in Bergama are wholly intensified in historic town center and 
neighbourhoods. They believe that historic town fabric will endure thanks to the studies. 

• These views prove that local tourism actors have a positive approach towards 
restoration studies.  
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Figure 13. Restoration of an Old House in Kale Neighbourhood (Boutique Hotel). 

 
Figure 14. Restored Covered Bazaar. 

 
Figure 15. Restored Küplü Bathhouse and Küplü Mosque 

4.6. Where are the studies of historical area, neighbourhood and recreational areas 
conducted in Bergama? How do these studies affect appearance of the town and its 
nearby vicinity? 

According to local tourism actors, studies of historical area and neighbourhood in Bergama 
are conducted in Kale neighbourhood integrated with the mountainsight of Acropolis which 
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is one of the monumental symbols of the town, Big Area, Small Area, Gazipaşa Elementary 
School (Figure 16), Girls Art School and houses of private ownership.  

 
Figure 16. Restored Gazipaşa Elementary School. 

Also walking trail, band for disabled, view terrace and lightning studies are continuing in 
ruins of Acropolis and Asklepieion. Protection studies for Selinos Stream which divides the 
town into two sides were conducted. Recreational area studies are carried out by local 
administrations on İzmir road along which tourism facilities are located. Performed studies 
are colouring up and adding richness to social and cultural lives of both tourists and local 
people.  

• These information and views prove that local tourism actors are following the spatial 
renovations in their town and their consciousness level is upgrading. Restoration and 
environmental regulation studies are really enhancing the appearance of the town and 
fortifies its fabric. Cleopatra Beauty Spa, situated in the entrance of the town (Figure 
17) is regulated as a recreational area by the municipality and it has been opened to 
the access of local people and tourists. 

 
Figure 17. Bergama Municipality Social Facility of Cleopatra Beauty Spa. 

4.7. What are the touristic infrastructure studies in Bergama and where are these 
studies carried out? How do these studies affect the appearance of the town and its 
nearby vicinity?  

Local tourism actors draw attention to the fact that touristic infrastructure studies are mostly 
realized in Acropolis and Asklepieion. They also added that there is a touristic signboard and 
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guidance service, a tourism consultation office at Cumhuriyet Square is opened in each 
tourism season by Bergama Chamber of Commerce. Additionally, local tourism actors also 
indicated that they are aware of advertisement and promotion activities which are part of 
touristic infrastructure, are going on within the context of UNESCO World Heritage List 
application process pursued by the Municipality of Bergama.  
All of these statements demonstrate that local tourism actors are monitoring every study 
conducted in their town closely. Truly, there are positive infrastructure studies and service in 
the town. Opening of a tourism office by Bergama Chamber of Commerce serves as an 
example to this suggestion. Construction of a telpher line (Figure 18) with the aim of 
providing shorter, easier and more comfortable transportation to Acropolis is another 
important study in means of tourism infrastructure.  

 

 
Figure 18. Bergama Telpher Line. 

4.8. What are the changes caused by culture tourism and its related activities from past 
to present? Criticize these facts by grouping them in positive-negative aspects. 

According to local tourism actors there is no contribution of culture tourism and its related 
activities reflected on townspeople. Various services and renovations (Figure 19) have been 
established in accordance with the needs of tourists; boutique hotels and authentic cafes have 
been opened and tourism types other than culture tourism were also ranked among 
advertisement studies.   

• Extended views are consistent with the answers given to questions 4, 5, 6. This fact 
indicates that local tourism actors are monitoring tourism activities well and interpret 
them truly. 
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4.9 What are the changes (environment pollution, visual and sound pollution, traffic 
congestion etc.) caused by the tourists from past to present? Criticize these facts by 
grouping them in positive-negative aspects.  

In view of local tourism actors, tourists haven’t caused any negative environmental effect in 
town center. However, there are problems faced in ruins due to transportation infrastructure. 
In order to prevent partial congestion in town center it should be sustained that tourist buses 
coming to Bergama, park at a determined area and tourists stroll in the town on foot or drive 
around with a small car.   

• Given answers are evidence for positive approach of local tourism actors towards 
tourists.  

4.10 Do you consider all studies of restoration, improvement and regulation carried out 
by public and local administrations of Bergama for the development of culture tourism 
enough? What steps would you take if you had the chance?  

While local tourism actors consider restoration and regulation studies conducted by public 
and local administrations insufficient, they believe that these studies will mount up. Creating 
tourism diversity, increasing recreational studies and thereby escalating accommodation rates 
in Bergama are the points that matter for the local tourism actors. They look for central 
government support to any study of improvement in Bergama. They also bring forward that 
many historical building owners turn a blind eye to transition of their buildings into ruins, 
they don’t protect their buildings although they have the necessary economic power, 
incorporate these buildings into tourism and they even call for a high price from investors 
intending to revive their buildings. According to the local tourism actors this unconscious 
approach is a blow to economy and tourism of Bergama. Accommodation investments should 
certainly be increased both in qualitative and quantitative means for diversification of tourism 
in Bergama and increase in the number of accommodating tourists.    

• As it can be understood from the answers, local tourism actors can consider the 
services in the town critically and come up with appropriate and consistent views 
about the necessary steps to be taken.  

4.11. Do you believe that tourism activity in Bergama will develop if the town takes 
place in UNESCO World Heritage List? Do you consider the relevant studies enough?  
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Local tourism actors welcome the UNESCO World Heritage List accession studies leaded by 
the Municipality of Bergama and think that the number of tourists coming to the district, 
accommodation periods, occupancy rates of the facilities and tourism investments will 
increase with the inclusion of Bergama in the ultimate list. They share the common view that 
recent protection-motivated construction plan within this objective has a protective nature 
towards historical and cultural structure of the town.  

• Given answers show that local tourism actors are monitoring UNESCO process 
closely and they are aware of the studies. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Bergama is one of the oldest towns of Anatolia which played a crucial role for  approximately  
2500 years of history and its historical-cultural values.  This rich accumulation is heritage of 
Hellenistic Period, Roma Period, Byzantine Period and Turkish Period artefacts. Bergama is 
an indispensable visit point for cultural tourism of İzmir. For this reason many local and 
foreign visitors come to Bergama every year and see common cultural heritages of humanity. 
Notwithstanding all unique and multilateral cultural sources and high level of 
competitiveness, Bergama hasn’t reached the intended level in terms of the number of tourists 
in cultural tourism, visiting rates of museum and ruins, and accommodation periods.  

Building restorations, street and neighbourhood improvement studies, recreational area 
regulations and tourism infrastructure studies are carried out to develop tourism in Bergama. 
Significant part of these studies is performed by public and local administrations, non-
governmental organizations, and some of them are conducted by private entrepreneurs. All of 
these services mean “urban renewal” and therefore day by day capacity of tourism to change 
the area is being felt more. 

Bergama cannot utilize fully from tourism in economic aspects as a result of culture 
tourism on one-day basis and lack of accommodation by tourists due to insufficiency of 
qualitative touristic bed capacity. The view that inclusion of Bergama in the UNESCO World 
Heritage List would be a milestone for tourism in the district is adopted in Bergama. It is 
expected that with increased tourism investments, awareness of local people about tourism 
will increase, town fabric of Bergama will be fortified by taking protection-utilization 
balance of town center into consideration and the town will become more of a touristic center 
than present day after the inclusion of Bergama in the UNESCO World Heritage List.     
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Abstract 

According to Classical Geopolitics Europe is a geographic peninsular region on the western 

edge of the Eurasian “World Island”. Europe is aided by its internal geography in bouts of 

unification, often imposed through force, and led by the Germans in Mitteleuropa projecting 

into the Eurasian Heartland of Russia, and along the Eurasian “Rimland” and its maritime 

trade routes and chokepoints. Presently Europe has both integration and disintegration forces 

in economics and politics. Current trends could be leading to a German-led superpower in a 

multi-polar world, with the potential decline of the United States, and the emergence of other 

new civilizational superpowers, such as Asia and Pan Arabia, with nodes of power in the 

Eurasian Heartland, along the Eurasian Rimland and its encircling oceanic trade routes. 

Europe will have to contend with its internal economic, political, social challenges, and also 

solve its resource dependency (especially for oil and gas imports), through continuing vibrant 

trade to secure its imports, and maintain exports. Only by the EU amassing its aggregate 

ability to deepen unity from within, and project its accumulated power without can it ensure 

external international trade. So Europe may then be emboldened to achieve dominance into 
the Eurasian Heartland and around the Eurasian Rimland and its maritime trade routes.  

Keywords: Europe, Eurasia, Heartland, Rimland, trade routes, chokepoint. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Rimland of Classical Geopolitics (shown in Figure 1) is the Eurasian continental coastal 

land region between the Heartland and the Eurasian maritime highway, the encircling seas. 

Europe is on the Spykman (1944) “Rimland”, on the west coast of the “World Island” 

(Eurasia) atop Africa, west of Russia, and on the sea lane of the great maritime highway from 

the Barents Sea to the far eastern Mediterranean Sea with two major sea gates or chokepoints, 

the Strait of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal. Europe also borders Western Russia’s sphere of 

influence which is often strategic in the power play between the European and Russian 

powers. Obviously with such a geostrategic location, Europe has been of great importance 

across the panorama of history for empires and kingdoms to project their influence afar. 

Following the same line of thinking, Rogers (2011, p. 25) says to ignore European geography 

and geopolitics would be a [big] mistake. 

http://www.unic.ac.cy/
http://www.cornell.edu/
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Figure 1: The Spykman Rimland 

In this contemporary and dramatic epoch the classical geopolitics of the Spykman 

Rimland is one of the most enduring dynamic and fruitful systems of analysis for a 

comprehensive and systematic understanding of Europe, in the current state of international 

affairs and forces, which shape the present world. Spykmam (1944, p. 43) argued that, “Who 

controls the Rimland rules Eurasia; Who rules Eurasia controls the destinies of the world”. 

For Europe to have increased dominance, its geopolitics should maintain and extend 

influence into Eurasia, across the Rimland and its maritime highway.  

Waltz (1993) highlights that Spykman foresaw the post-World-War-Two international 

order just as he predicted the pre-war conditions, with international relations continuing to 

operate within the same fundamental power patterns, largely associated with Eurasia, 

specifically with the Rimland continuing to take primary importance.  

Europe also borders the Eurasian Heartland and this location, in classical geopolitical 

terms, naturally tends toward conflict between Europe and Russia, with the victor at any time 

amassing strategic advantage for increased dominance across Eurasia (Mackinder, 1904).  

Europe’s challenges and future as a superpower will be in the looming multi-polar world 

order (Missiroli, 2013) within which there is the potential decline of the United States, and 

the emergence of other civilizational superpowers, such as Asia and Pan Arabia (Leigh and 

Vukovic, 2011a, pp. 47-66; Ferdinand, 2007; Lewis, 2009; Garton Ash, 2011).  

In this study “Europe” and the “EU” will be used interchangeably throughout as synonyms 

unless obviously shown otherwise in context. The UK is not generally highlighted as its EU 

membership is increasingly problematic, and this could indicate its eventual withdrawal from 

the EU (Crook, 2013). We will consider the importance of European power projecting into 

the Heartland, and investigate the great geostrategic challenge and importance of Europe’s 

projection of power into the Rimland, and along the trade routes, and into the chokepoints of 

the Eurasian Rimland’s maritime surrounds. Prudent manipulation of these geopolitical 

factors is imperative for continued European economic development through trade 

(Spykman, 1942; 1944).  

2. SPYKMAN’S CLASSICAL GEOPOLITICS 

The World Island (Eurasia) classical geopolitical model of Nicholas Spykman emphasizing 

the Rimland, culminated in his last and posthumously published book, “The Geography of 

the Peace” (1944). In this book, Spykman’s geostrategy highlights the need for the balance of 

power in Eurasia to be maintained so that the world balance of power would prevail – without 
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any new hegemon rising in Eurasia, and limiting the potential dominance of the Soviet Union 

and any other prospective superpowers, such as China, Japan and India. Alternatively, 

imagine what incredible power these four nations could amass if they were to ally into a 

gigantic Asian conglomerate superpower (Zhaokui, 2004; De Courcy, 2005). 

Spykman adopted Mackinder's geopolitical divisions of the world but renamed some and 

changed the emphasis on them (Ostrovsky, 2008/9, p. 17; Foster, 2005; Mackinder, 1904; 

1919):  

 Even though he accepted Mackinder’s Heartland of Eurasia, the Rimland was 

given primary strategic emphasis (replacing the Heartland as Mackinder’s most 

strategic region) and renamed from, and analogous to, Mackinder's “inner or 

marginal crescent” 

 He also emphasized on the geostrategic importance of the Eurasian Rimland’s 

maritime surrounds, particularly for their role as oceanic highways for transport 

and trade, through various strategic chokepoints or sea gates. 

To complete this framework for classical geopolitics, we should also consider that Alfred 

Mahan argued for sea power’s great importance, and this is still very relevant when 

considering the Rimland’s maritime surrounds, where the world’s superhighway trade routes 

and vital chokepoints are, in the increasingly globalised world of today. He argued for sea 

power if a nation is to have the diplomatic and naval military presence to thrive. Sea power 

assumes trans-ocean intercontinental trade, and requires intercontinental overseas relations 

with other nations for resources and markets, a merchant and military navy for the 

maintenance of trade and projection of power, and far flung commercial ports and naval 

bases along the sea lanes (Mohan, 2007, p. 9; Mahan, 1890).  

Figure 2: Eurasian Main Maritime Trade Route 

Therefore, it is inherent for this land and sea area – the Rimland and its maritime 

surrounds – to function as a vast arena of conflict involving sea power and land power. The 

Rimland includes the countries of Western Europe, the Middle East, Persian Gulf, southwest 

Asia, China and the Far East up to far eastern Russia along the Bering Sea. The hugely 

strategic Rimland coast and maritime regions include the trade routes which are arteries 

supplying the goods for economic development and its maintenance from Europe to Asia and 

even worldwide. Control of these maritime areas gives incredible power and influence to the 
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possessor (Bordonaro, 2009). Figure 2 shows the main Eurasian maritime trade route 

connecting Europe all the way to Asia through the Atlantic Ocean, Mediterranean Sea, the 

Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean.  

3. “RISE OF THE REST” IN A MULTI-POLAR WORLD  

Fareed Zakaria (2009) has argued that the world is currently experiencing the “rise of the 

rest”. And as U.S. hegemony declines precipitously (even possibly to the point of being 

irrelevant) (Reid, 2004; Kupchan, 2008), due to unsustainable debt and a consumer-based 

economy, the eventual outcome may shift towards American isolation and withdrawal from 

significant international engagement in a post-American world. This isolationist attitude 

could facilitate the rise of new civilization-based superpowers – possibility a united German-

led Europe, an Asian international conglomerate centered around Russia and China, plus non-

Arab Iran heading a regional alliance of Islamist Pan Arabia (Leigh and Vukovic, 2011a, pp. 

47-66; Ferdinand, 2007; Lewis, 2009). This would place the most significant nodes of power 

on the Eurasian World Island, with one extension of Pan-Arabian North Africa along the 

south of the World Island Rimland maritime coast, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Prospective Civilization Superpowers 

Europe’s geostrategic location, its internal geography, the remaining natural resource 

reserves, and the emergence of a hegemonic Germany, will all influence how Europe 

establishes itself an eminent place in the newly looming multi-polar world order (Missiroli, 

2013). Europe has many of the credentials that may facilitate its development to be a 

dominant civilizational superpower (Leigh, 2009). However, Europe’s power may be 

vulnerable due to its overextended banking system, the pervasive debt of its states, the 

diverse levels of (seventeen Eurozone) member states’ economic development under one 

currency, and the legacy of political disunity lingering within the nationalism of member 

nations. Europe may also be further undermined by its overly high level of international 

resource dependence, and much of these imports are brought through Rimland oceanic trade 

routes and from Russia through the Heartland (Missiroli, 2013, p. 17).  
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4. EUROPE’S GERMANY OR GERMANY’S EUROPE?  

Europe’s current rise to an international superpower is aided by its internal geography. 

Europe is primarily composed of smallish, sovereign nations, without formidable internal 

physical barriers that would effectively separate these states. For instance, without natural 

internal barriers, except for navigable rivers and remnant forests, the Great Northern Plain 

allows easy internal physical access across northern Europe (Wolff, 2008). Even the Alps in 

the south have not been an impassable barrier into Mediterranean Europe (Behar, 2010). 

Open internal political borders facilitate economic and political integration and encourage the 

free movement of people, trade and capital. Within this network, Germany nestles in 

Mitteleuropa (the heart of Europe) and its tendrils of power and influence reach east and 

west, north and south. History demonstrates that during periods of Germanic expansion (since 

the Germanic Holy Roman Empire), its projection of power can be across large swathes of 

Europe. 

In the past, the combination of smallish states and few internal physical barriers proved to 

be an incubator for conflict, highlighted most famously by two World Wars when the Allies 

fought to contain Germany. However, in light of a resurgent and again dominant post-World-

War-II Germany, combined with a European common currency (in the Eurozone), and 

Europe-wide integrated economic and political systems, Europe’s topography may facilitate 

the merger into one civilizational superpower on the Rimland, rather than revert to inciting 

violent conflict.  

However, increasingly many voices are beginning to interpret the new Europe, the EU, to 

be a cloak for German expansion, or eventually even German nationalism, empowering a 

looming German European empire (Oborne, 2011). Therefore, Europe’s topography may 

allow a Berlin-dominated Brussels to rule Europe into one cohesive international super-state. 

In such a union, the people, trade and militaries would be able to move across Europe 

relatively seamlessly and effortlessly.  

When taken as a collective whole, Europe rivals the United States, with economic 

diversity, a larger diverse manpower base (with half a billion population), plus more gold 

reserves (Anonymous, 2013a), even excluding the Vatican’s private reserves, and a more 

trade-driven economy (thanks largely to Germany) with the largest value of external trade in 

the world (Anonymous 2011a).  

Furthermore, Europe has access to ports in the Atlantic Ocean, North Sea, Barents Sea, 

Baltic Sea, Black Sea, and Mediterranean Sea. Europe’s shape is not defensively ideal, 

particularly given its extended border with Russia’s sphere of influence (from the Barents Sea 

overland to the Black Sea), and other lengthy borders on the Mediterranean. However, this 

does allow Europe to project its power into multiple international arenas. For example, 

Europe sits in western Eurasia, atop Africa. And with the inclusion of Cyprus into the EU, 

Europe’s sphere of influence now thrusts into the Middle East and also waits to stir beneath 

the southern coast of Turkey. And, even though EU membership is not expected for Israel, 

the inclusion of Israel as an ally with privileged associated status, could give Europe an extra 

presence in the Mediterranean and the Middle East along the Rimland and its maritime 

surrounds, further enhancing projections of its power. As a result, Germany through the EU 

(due to its large amalgamated geostrategic spread and influence) could become a major 

player across multiple arenas.  

As historically evidenced by the Holy Roman Empire and both world wars, Europe often 

experiences forced unification by a strong Germanic state. Germany is Europe’s typical 

“center”, both geographically, economically and often politically. So a powerful German 
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nation tends to dominate Europe, whenever it has the power and opportunity to do so. The 

late erstwhile British Prime Minister Lady Margaret Thatcher went against the political tide 

in the early 1990s when she said, “Some people say you have to anchor Germany to Europe 

to stop these [domineering] features from coming out again. Well, you have not anchored 

Germany to Europe, but Europe to a newly dominant Germany. That is why I call it a 

German Europe” (Gardels, 2011).  

So the European Union essentially tied Europe to Germany. As Germany goes, so goes the 

rest of Europe. Furthermore, given the recent development of Germany becoming the world’s 

second largest exporter and its contributions to the EU as a benefactor eventually bankrolling 

the bailouts in several EU nations (Evans-Pritchard, 2013), Europe looks primed to survive 

into the new world order with Germany at the helm. Since a strong Europe requires a strong 

Germany, and Germany now has the largest economy and population in Europe with 

increasingly dominant political leadership, it is expected that Germany will provide the 

fundamental cornerstone to the looming European superpower. This superpower would 

require the integration of the European military into one command structure, and if Germany 

can orchestrate this feat, then it will undoubtedly be in the driver’s seat for all of Europe, 

allowing it to project a powerful international agenda.  

It is commonly believed that there are only two nuclear nations in Europe, the UK and 

France. Upon closer scrutiny it becomes clear that is not so. When the nations that warehouse 

NATO nuclear weapons are included, then the number of nuclear nations grows considerably 

by four more, to a total of six as shown in Figure 4. These “undeclared nuclear weapons 

states” are: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy (Rozoff, 2009; Chossudovsky, 

2010). Furthermore, these weapons await use in these nations free of any technological 

restrictions from NATO. In any emergency Europe would be free to use these hundreds of 

weapons according to its own agenda.  

Additionally, of the four undeclared nuclear states, Germany is the most heavily 

nuclearized country with three nuclear bases which may store nuclear weapons. Germany 

produces nuclear warheads for the French Navy and stockpiles American-made nuclear 

warheads while possessing the capabilities to deliver these weapons (Chossudovsky, 2010). 

Within the military ambit it is also interesting to note that Germany is the third largest 

exporter of weapons in the world (Knipp, 2013).  

Figure 4: Nuclear Nations in Europe 
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So all this would give a German-led Europe powerful backup in any international 

diplomacy or conflict. As Alfred Mahan (1912, p. 31) said, “Force is never more operative 

than when it is known to exist but is not brandished”. And the main credible military powers 

that could threaten Europe, in addition to the USA, are from within the Eurasian Heartland 

(Russia) and along the Eurasian Rimland and maritime surrounds (China, Japan and India).  

Even further, it is interesting to note that Germany has shaken off reluctance for 

international military missions. At this time Germany is active in eleven international military 

missions with a total of over 6,500 soldiers in Afghanistan, Turkey, Lebanon, Kosovo, the 

Mediterranean Sea, Mali/Senegal, Sudan, South Sudan, D.R. Congo, Uganda and the Horn of 

Africa (Anonymous, 2013b). This military presence is mainly focused on the Eurasian 

Rimland, or in proximity to the coastal region around the Rimland, with strategic importance 

placed on monitoring and controlling events and trends there. Critics would say this is a 

manifestation of growing confidence or even boldness in German foreign policy to project 

power for its own agenda afar. Surely the German agenda is already being expressed to some 

extent in European foreign policy. As Europe fully unifies and develops a single-command 

multipurpose military (with a navy, air force and army) it is expected to act more powerfully 

for the German foreign policy.  

Also to support the European projection of maritime power across the Rimland’s coast, the 

UK and France have several military naval bases stretching across the Mediterranean Sea, the 

Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean and the North Pacific Ocean (Rogers, 2009, pp. 

31-32). Along with international relations these military naval infrastructures lay the 

beginnings of a network to protect the supply and transport of goods for trade in and out of 

Europe along the trans-ocean trade routes of the World Island maritime periphery.  

Within the same maritime arena, there is growing palpable awareness and concern in 

Germany that trans-oceanic trade must be protected and maintained. German prosperity 

depends greatly on this maritime trade requiring secure sea lanes which must be protected by 

a powerful navy. A powerful German navy does protect these trade routes, it has been 

declared, against political, ethnic, religious and economic conflicts, and also piracy and the 

global reach of international terrorism, all of which are likely threats to the unhindered sea 

links and the free exchange of goods in trade (Bundeswehr, 2013) around the Eurasian 

Rimland.  

5. EMERGING CHALLENGES FOR A GERMAN-LED EUROPE 

Despite Germany’s tremendous growth, the varying levels of economic development among 

EU members may prevent Europe from easily achieving its desired status as a future 

superpower through soft or amicable democratic processes. For example, the following 

indexes indicate the south is impoverished relative to the north: current account balance, net 

public savings and gross private savings (Taylor, 2012). Scandinavian countries (Denmark, 

Sweden and Finland) have apparently sound economic and fiscal profiles and high incomes 

per capita (Anonymous, 2013c), while central, old or core Europe, including Germany, 

France, and Italy, possess the largest economies, and fairly high standards of living. Except 

for Italy, no southern or eastern European nation in the EU has a GDP per capita above the 

EU average, with eastern Europe generally being the worst off (Vella-Baldacchino, 2006). 

Specifically southern Europe, encompassing Portugal, Greece, Spain and Cyprus have 

poorer and lower performing economies (Anonymous, 2013d) and eastern Europe with 

Slovenia, Czechia, Estonia, Slovakia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and 

Bulgaria have lower than EU average GDP per capita (Vella-Baldacchino, 2006; 

Anonymous, 2011b). This creates a problematic dichotomy of wealthy (mainly the north – 

with Scandinavia, Benelux and Core Europe) and poor nations (mainly southern and eastern 
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Europe), and is particularly complicated and problematic when considering that the EU, with 

27 nations, also includes the Eurozone (of seventeen economically diverse nations across 

Europe) with its inadequate one-size-fits-all currency – the euro.  

It is economically impossible to use one currency across states with multiple different 

economic development levels, since fiscal and monetary policy becomes ineffective when it 

is not responsive to the economic circumstances in each state. One size does not fit all. The 

poorer economies like that of Greece and Portugal require much different policies and 

management than richer economies of countries like Germany and Denmark.  

Even the contrasting monetary policies of two Eurozone leaders, France and Germany, 

highlight the divergence of approaches to fiscal management. France favors a loose currency, 

whereas Germany’s politics are centered on tight money controls. And given that Germany’s 

economy is export driven, the value of the euro in international trade could markedly affect 

the level of German exports and trade balance. An EU nation not so export driven would 

probably desire a differently valued euro than what the Germans prefer. Europe needs to find 

a solution to contrasting monetary policies so they do not negatively impinge on one another, 

if the member states are to integrate more effectively and harmoniously.  

If the EU is unable to find a solution to the multiple stages of economic development, 

Germany risks becoming bankrupt by continuing to finance other European nations’ debt, 

and the EU may become unstable and risk collapse, preventing any sort of European 

preeminence in the multi-polar world order arising on the World Island.  

In addition, some EU countries, to qualify for economic bailouts, experience increasing 

imposed economic austerity (largely from Berlin through Brussels), and the stripping of 

citizens’ bank accounts through “haircuts” (ostensibly to ease the national debt and banking 

indebtedness) (Corbett and Chossudovsky, 2013), along with the loss of national sovereignty. 

This austerity and loss of consumer capital and national autonomy produce rising grassroots 

dissatisfaction with EU membership against the pro-European leadership (Catalinotto, 2013). 

The severity of this austerity and loss should not be underestimated. Marios Christou (2013), 

an economist at the University of Nicosia, says that “the stripping of Cyprus bank accounts of 

at least 40%, in the two major Cypriot banks, is a ruthless bloodless destruction of a people”.  

In response to the government-imposed haircut and capital controls, the depositors, in the 

first month of the ensuing austerity, withdrew 10% of the total Cyprus bank accounts’ 

deposits, thus revealing a high level of grass-roots resistance and mistrust against the banking 

regime being set up by the government and its authorities, proffered by the EU and its Troika 

(comprised of the International Monetary Fund, European Commission and European Central 

Bank) (Durden, 2013). An increasingly severe government-imposed austerity wave across the 

whole European south, could set up opposing agendas between governments and their 

peoples leading to civil hostility and unrest, and the use of hard engagement and containment 

policies by the governments to maintain civil law and order (Jenkins, 2013).  

The recent elections, in Greece and Cyprus, are already transitioning these nations towards 

becoming subdued vassal states of Europe. If the recent economic frailties and inability to 

impose budgetary balances continue, it can be reasonably assumed that Spain and Portugal 

are going the same way. Further, if both the global recession continues and the troubled 

southern European states fail to improve economically, the dissolution of the EU may appear 

unavoidable unless harsh, less democratic measures are taken not only to strip citizens’ 

savings (in their bank accounts) but also their wealth more comprehensively (for example 

with land and provident fund taxes and other wealth taxes) in order to prop up the 

governments and financial institutions (Evans-Pritchard, 2013). And we already see this lack 

of democracy arising with recent unelected EU-appointed premiers in Italy (with Mario 

Monte) and Greece (with Lucas Demetrios Papademos) trending towards alienation of 

governments and their peoples, not only due to imposed non-democratic measures, but also 
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the hijacking of national political leadership, power and policies which the people perceive to 

be unfair and even illegal.  

Varying degrees of national economic development and therefore political power in the 

EU probably mean that there will be a restructure across Europe in the political and economic 

arenas (Granville, Henkel and Kawalec, 2013; Salmon, 2011). The fundamental principles of 

a restructure would lead to a German-led core Europe and a periphery both in economic and 

political terms. Whatever the final currency for the core is, it surely will be pushed towards 

international currency status, freely convertible, and be different from the periphery’s 

currency. The periphery states may even go back to their own original currencies and so form 

a collection of weakened European vassal states, fragmented economically into different 

national currencies. And as the periphery will have weakened economic vitality, it could be 

assumed that the level of political representation into the centralized European political 

system of the core would be minimized.  

Is Europe an empire? José Manuel Barroso, the president of the European Commission, 

hailed the European Union as an "empire" when he said, “I like to compare the EU as a 

creation to the organization of empire” (Waterfield, 2007). This gives credence to the idea 

that the EU is an empire or superpower in the making and is befitting of the suggestion that 

there could be peripheral vassal states.  

For Europe to have any chance of dominion on the World Island Heartland, and along the 

Rimland and its maritime trade routes and their chokepoints, it must amass the aggregate of 

the EU to reach a critical-mass level of both economic and political power as a basis to 

project into this international continental and oceanic arena.  

6. EUROPEAN RESOURCE DEPENDENCY 

Biscop and Andersson (2007, p. 75) have argued that the Persian Gulf, Russia, the Caspian 

Basin and North Africa are the umbilical cords that keep the EU dependent on Eurasia (and 

the North African nations bordering its maritime surrounds) for energy resources. 

So if the EU manages to survive intact against the disintegration forces of its present 

economic malaise, the next immediate concern is undoubtedly its level of international 

resource dependency (Ahtonen and Frontini, 2013) as it imported 84% of its oil and 64% of 

its gas in 2009 (European Commission, 2011). In total Europe imports massive quantities of 

food, minerals, oil, and natural gas. Without these overly high levels of imports, the European 

economy and civilization will collapse in days or weeks.  

Even more specifically, 40% of European oil was imported from the Persian Gulf in the 

early 2000’s (Leigh and Vukovic, 2011a, p. 129), while it was reported in 2009 that 36% of 

European gas (through pipelines) and 31% of European oil and 30% of its coal were imported 

from Russia (European Commission, 2013a). Consequently, with the potential and increasing 

boldness of an Iran-led Islamist Pan Arabian alliance (in the Persian Gulf and across North 

Africa) (Goodspeed, 2011; Garton Ash, 2011), and Russia looking east to nestle in a new 

geopolitical home of an Asian conglomerate superpower (Weitz, 2012; Leigh and Vukovic, 

2011, p. 60), Europe could be almost entirely energy dependent on big rivals and threatening 

foes from across the Eurasian World Island Heartland and Rimland, thus weakening Europe’s 

chances of dominating this super-continent.  

So Europe is vulnerable to the service of trade and overland gas pipelines from Russia, 

and trade along Eurasian maritime trade routes. These trade routes stretch from the Strait of 

Gibraltar chokepoint to the Strait of Malacca chokepoint (and beyond) and also include the 

other vital chokepoints in the Middle East and Persian Gulf region – the Suez Canal, the Bab 

el Mandab and the Strait of Hormuz (Leigh and Vukovic, 2011b) as shown in Figure 5. 

Delays or closures along these Russian overland trade routes and pipelines, maritime trade 
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routes and chokepoints, could easily inflict an energy and imports crisis in Europe without 

oil, gas and other products, exacerbating the already stressed economic conditions and 

difficulties. 

Figure 5: Chokepoints on Eurasian Maritime Trade Routes 

Even more distressing from a European point of view is Russia’s determination to 

maintain Europe’s dependence on its Russian gas. In addition to the existing overland 

Europe-bound Russian gas pipelines passing through Eastern Europe, the new pipeline 

project, the North Stream, takes additional gas into Germany (for further distribution to 

Europe) from Russia. Furthermore, Europe, in an effort to further diversify out of over 

dependence on Russian gas, recently developed the Nabucco project concept to boost 

pipeline-gas imports from the Caspian Basin, not Russia. However, Russia aggressively 

responded with the possibility of the South Stream project, to pipeline Russian gas directly, 

through the Black Sea, into Europe, essentially gutting the potential viability of the projected 

Nabucco pipeline, and ensuring Europe’s continued Russian dependence (Gilbert, 2009). And 

other pipeline projects are also being considered. However, even without any of these 

projected pipelines, oil imports from the Caspian Basin already amount to over 8% of EU oil 

imports (European Commission, 2013b). 

Furthermore, prospective Europe-bound oil and gas pipelines, overland and undersea, 

from the Persian Gulf and Caspian Basin, will only increase the strategic location of these 

regions’ oceanic and overland trade routes which include the Black Sea and Turkish Straits 

chokepoint. 

European dependence anxiety may be tempered slightly by the anticipation of commercial 

offshore oil and gas fields south of Cyprus, and in proximity to Israel, potentially heralding a 

growing economic cooperation between these two countries, and by default also including the 

EU (Wurmser, 2013; Anonymous, 2013e). This will encourage the EU presence even more 

into this strategic Rimland region and its maritime surround, the Middle East and eastern 

Mediterranean. 

It is also interesting to note that the European identity perceives the Mediterranean Sea as 

a European lake belonging largely to Europe and its sphere of influence. Figure 6 shows that  

from Gibraltar to the Eastern Mediterranean, Europe juts out into the Sea prominently with 

mainland Spain, Italy and Greece, and European islands along the way like Sardinia, Sicily,  
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Malta, Crete and Cyprus. These peninsulas and islands (along the Rimland maritime trade 

routes) give credence to the idea that this Sea is indeed European. 

Figure 6: Europe Prominent in the Mediterranean 

However, European vulnerability to energy imports is not just a challenge involving 

Russia, but also the Persian Gulf which is an arena in which Iran is increasingly bold (Leigh 

and Vukovic, 2010; Leigh and Vukovic, 2011a, p. 129). Iran has irked much of the 

international community for several years with its refusal to halt its nuclear program or allow 

external inspection in the spirit of transparency. Also as the Strait of Hormuz runs along the 

Iranian coast overlooked by Iranian highlands, it is easy for Iran to monitor and even control 

the traffic passing through the strait. Iranian identity includes its right to control much of the 

Persian Gulf region and the Strait itself which Iranian leadership often threatens to close if 

any geopolitical or military threat becomes significant. With the added growing influence of 

Iran in nations of the Arab Spring (Goodspeed, 2011), the diffusing Iranian influence and 

power across the Middle East and North Africa is extremely worrying to Europe.  

The current problematic European oil supply imported from the Persian Gulf, North Africa 

and Russia, accounts for a whopping 57% of oil imports. The Persian Gulf makes up 15% of 

oil imports into the EU, and North Arica and Russia account for 12% and almost 30% 

respectively (European Commission, 2013b). All of this trade and international economic 

activity, vital to Europe, is on or around the World Island, and it is here that Europe must 

have significant influence to ensure the security of this trade along the land and sea trade 

routes (Missiroli, 2013, p. 17).  

It is also expected that conventional oil supply for export from many producer nations will 

decline due to growing domestic needs as these nations develop themselves economically 

(Lahn and Stevens, 2011, pp. VII,2; Stevens and Hulbert, 2012, p. 4). And this along with the 

fact that 54 of the 65 major oil producer nations are beyond peak oil production (due to oil 

fields’ exhaustion) will lead to continuing production and export decline in the coming years 

(Aleklettt, 2007, p. 60). So conventional oil could be much more scarce leading to fierce 

competition from importer nations (like the already developed nations of the USA and 

Europe, plus developing nations like China and India) to maintain their import needs. Such 

expected fierce competition could lead to conflict at diplomatic and military levels, largely 

across and around Eurasia where most of this oil is produced.  
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Also Europe develops agricultural projects and imports food and other primary products. 

Europe is the world’s largest food importer, and the value of its food imports are more than 

35% of the value of its food exports (Von Witzke and Noleppa, p. 6). In total Europe imports 

from Eurasia, the USA, Africa and South America, and in the process confronts direct and 

increasing competition, for these agricultural commodities and other primary products, from 

other importers such as China, India, Japan and other countries. And the level of aggressive 

pursuit of the products from Africa and South America is increasing. Vying for advantage for 

food and other primary products will surely grow to fever pitch as “the race for what’s left” 

intensifies for countries and blocs of countries to maintain and increase their economic 

development (Klare, 2012). This will be a major challenge for Europe to maintain its imports 

and could involve serious conflict in the future. This resource dependency hinders Europe in 

the future world order, since any prolonged conflict with a Pan-Arabian alliance or an Asian 

conglomerate superpower (which could include Russia) could result in a drastic European 

energy and food imports crisis.  

Europe, for obvious reasons, needs good international relations and a certain level of 

dominance, and the ability to project power and influence around the Eurasian Rimland, and 

beyond, through commercial and military naval infrastructures, and so protect trade with 

North Africa, the Persian Gulf and Asia, in addition to South America and Sub-Saharan 

Africa. At the same time, through international relations and ability to project military power, 

Europe has to maintain the trade routes across the World Island, for example, with the 

Caspian region and Russia across the Heartland.  

7. CIVILIZATION SETS CLEAVAGE LINES BETWEEN NATIONS 

It has not gone unnoticed that Europe is predominantly Christian. This is highlighted by the 

late Pope John Paul II and erstwhile Pope Benedict, who argued for Europe as a Christian 

Empire, even going as far as to exclude Turkey on the basis that it is Islamic (Leigh, 2009, 

pp. 25-27). Many European elites are against full EU membership for Turkey. For example, 

both Nicolas Sarkozy (previous French President) and Angela Merkel (German Chancellor) 

have dismissed the possibility of EU membership for Turkey on the basis that it is not 

European. Former Turkish President Turget Özal stated that the reason Turkey is not 

accepted for membership into the EU is because, “we are Muslim and they are 

Christian”(Toghill, 2011/2012, p. 21). And Turkey’s Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

says the EU risks becoming a Christian club (Boland and Dombey, 2005). 

If this is symptomatic of civilization’s global power to align the nations into blocs 

(replacing post-World-War-Two political ideology as the cleaver), then it may be as Samuel 

Huntington (1993) says in the new world order, civilization is to be the cleavage lines 

separating nations into political blocs. This could pit Christian Europe against the looming 

civilization superpowers of an Asian conglomerate and an Islamist alliance.  

Some critics may comment that Russia is not Asian, but at most Eurasian geographically, 

and that culturally or civilizationally it is not Eastern or Asiatic. However, Nadia Arbatova, a 

political scientist of the Russian Academy of Sciences, has said that Russia has been rejected 

by the West as an equal partner, and as Russia does not fit with the Islamic states, it may have 

no choice but to reestablish friendly ties and deep cooperation in economic, political and 

military matters with its Asian brothers in a pan Asiatic alliance (Arbatova, 2000).  

As the religious power of extremist Islamism increasingly incubates in the Middle East, 

the Persian Gulf and North Africa (which is already increasingly apparent in Egypt, Libya, 

Tunisia, Algeria, Lebanon, Syria and elsewhere) (Goodspeed, 2011; Lewis, 2009), it may be 

that this will spark a response of a Catholic Christian revival in Europe. This Roman 

inspiration could also initiate increasing unification to weld Europe more effectively together 
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into one united political bloc, fortified to confront the perceived external “pagan” foe. And 

eventually this may be exactly what the EU leadership needs to unite Europe from within to 

withstand the foe from without. Further, if Asia grows to be more assertive, and particularly 

if Russia and China conglomerate together (Wilhelmsen and Flikke, 2011, pp. 865-867) to 

form the core of an international Asian superpower alliance, the EU would begin to feel 

increasingly vulnerable to amassing geopolitical power of continental scale in potentially 

rival civilization blocs – all on the World Island Rimland, along or bordering the maritime 

trade routes, and in Russia’s case also on the World Island Heartland.  

Such potential rivalry on a massive scale worldwide, with emerging superpowers, could 

also lead them to compete with Europe in many ways for trade, oil and gas supplies, political 

influence and the projection of military power. As a result, Europe’s trade and its projection 

of economic and political power could be curtailed, putting European economic development 

at risk. The ability for Europe to project the soft power of economic and political influence 

would be thwarted, possibly leading to hard times economically, and result in severe 

repercussions towards political instability and civil unrest. This would increase the chances of 

inter-civilizational conflict, even in military arenas, if the level of perceived threat to Europe 

reaches unacceptable or unbearable levels. And the arena of such conflict would be across the 

Heartland and along the Rimland and its maritime surrounds.  

8. CONCLUSION 

Europe’s internal topography may help it ensure a dominant role in the new world order by 

allowing it to be governed as one cohesive political unit from Mitteleuropa by the German 

nation. Europe will have free movement of factors of production without internal natural or 

political barriers. Strong economic and political leadership or pressure from Germany is 

needed to deepen integration across the bloc. And with this deepened integration, combined 

with Europe’s geostrategic location, the European Union may project its power, through good 

international relations, a competent commercial navy, and a multipurpose single-command 

military (including a military navy with trans-ocean infrastructures), into multiple world 

arenas. These arenas are across the Eurasian Heartland, and along the Rimland’s maritime 

trade routes and chokepoints, to Russia, the Caspian Basin, Africa, the Middle East, The 

Persian Gulf, and Asia, and even beyond. 

However, a potential European superpower will be hindered by its tardiness to establish an 

effective monetary and fiscal policy among the various members due to the varying levels of 

economic development. A restructure both politically and economically, into a core and 

periphery iteration, may be inevitable if the EU is to survive. It may be that Europe’s 

“Achilles’ heel” is its dependence on energy and other imports. These imports emanate from 

around the world – the Persian Gulf, Asia, Africa and South America, and in a time when 

there is a “race for what’s left” (Klare, 2012) by the larger nations. Europe is overwhelmingly 

dependent on the Persian Gulf and Russia for oil and natural gas – both on the Eurasian 

World Island – on the Rimland and in the Heartland respectively.  

Europe’s position as future world hegemon will be unsustainable unless it can address the 

economic crisis and drastically solve its international energy dependence largely sourced 

from the Heartland (Russia) and the Rimland (the Persian Gulf) and the nations south of the 

Rimland’s maritime region (North Africa).  

When faced with the emergence of these civilization-based superpowers of Islamist Pan 

Arabia led by Iran, and an Asian conglomerate built on Russia and China, each with 

centralized political power on the Eurasian World Island, Europe will be energy dependent on 

its two close neighbors and potential economic and military rivals. Any attempt at a power 

play against either regional entity, each within its own bloc of nations, could result in an 
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energy resources or trade embargo of imports and exports against Europe, rendering a critical 

diplomatic, and dare it be said, potentially military confrontation for Europe to maintain its 

development as a superpower with dominance into the Eurasian Heartland, and Rimland and 

its maritime trade routes.  
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Abstract 

 This research examines critical issues of primary food supply in metropolitan areas and 
explores solutions from the case study of the Tokyo market. Traditionally in the Tokyo 
market, development of suburban agriculture played important roles to keep the balance of 
supply and demand of food and to support domestic producing areas. However, since the late 
twentieth century, however, not only the expansion of domestic food supply areas but also 
globalisation of food supply has developed dramatically. As a result, infrastructures of food 
self-sufficiency in the Tokyo market have been weakened. On the other hand, alternative 
added values such as freshness, safety and traceability are focused upon nowadays in the food 
supply system to attract consumers. Therefore, restructuring the food system by examining 
such values can resolve the critical issues of primary food supply in Japan`s metropolitan 
areas. 

Keywords: food supply, food self-sufficiency, globalisation, added value, Tokyo market 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most researches on food problems have traditionally been discussed in the view of 
relationship between agricultural production and population increase. In particular, these 
studies often attribute the weakness of the agricultural production base to the decrease of 
cultivation lands (Motoki 2006; Yamada 2008; Ikehara and Harayama 2011) and repletion 
and starvation caused respectively by excess and lack of food supply (Patel 2008). 
Furthermore, regionality of food problems is discussed as a significant factor. For example, in 
North America, Europe and Japan, people consume much more food than they actually need. 
On the other hand, in the African countries to the south of the Sahara Desert, malnutrition and 
starvation are daily problem. Most of the food problems in African countries are caused by 
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delays agricultural investments, resulting in a food supply that does not catch up with the 
increasing population. This regionality of food problems can be described on a continental, 
national, and an urban level. In particular, in the urban level, it is important that a reasonable 
quantity and quality of food are supplied to sustain the urban population. 

Within the urban areas of the world, some cities have a good food production base as their 
background, for example, Paris and its background Île-de-France (Takahashi et al. 1998). 
However, a breakdown of the balance between food supply from the urban hinterland and the 
demand of urban residents is a critical problem in most of cities, because of population 
increase. Measures to maintain the balance between supply and demand of food differ not 
only for cities in developed countries and those in developing countries but also for cities that 
are producers and those that are importers (Tashiro 2009; Charles 2001). Tokyo, which is a 
capital city in a developed country, shows the characteristics of a typical food importer, 
because it suffers from various food problems such as weak food production base and 
external dependencies for food supplies. In cities within developed countries with adequate 
food supply, food safety is a concern. Thus, in Tokyo, the issue of proper food supply 
coupled with food safety is an important issue. 

This research discusses food problems in Tokyo considering three aspects. First, the 
imbalance of the food supply and demand is explored considering weakness of food 
production base and the food self-sufficiency ratio. Second, the time and space patterns of the 
food supply are examined. Examining these patterns show the diversification and 
globalisation of the food supply in Tokyo. Finally, reactions to weakening of the food 
production base are discussed with the argument that food safety is a topic resulting from 
globalisation. 

2. SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF FOOD IN TOKYO 

2.1. Acreage changes in cultivated lands 

Changes in cultivated land acreage in Tokyo have been closely related to the city’s 
population increase. In a period of rapid economic growth which began in the latter 1950s, a 
prominent influx of population led to an increase in housing demand in suburban areas of 
Tokyo where more space for housing development was available. Property prices in the areas 
soared, and many farmers began converting cultivated lands into residential ones. This 
change caused a sharp decrease in cultivated land acreage in Tokyo. Moreover, the enactment 
of the City Planning Act in 1968 further accelerated this transition. In accordance with the 
new City Planning Act, taxation of fixed property and city planning for cultivated lands in the 
Urbanisation Promotion Area were increased to the same amount as that for residential lots. 
This increase caused many farmers to sell their cultivated lands as residential lands (Kikuchi 
and Obara 2004). 

According to fig. 1, which shows changes in population and cultivated land acreage in 
Tokyo, the population increased by about three million in the period from 1955 to 1975.  
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Figure.1 Changes of population and cultivated land acreage in Tokyo Metropolis 

Source: Japan Census and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

However, cultivated land acreage decreased sharply from 34,500 ha in 1955 to 14,000 ha in 
1975. In particular, paddy-field cultivation declined from 7,146 ha to 1,533 ha during the 
same period. This indicates that not only were paddy fields converted to residential lands, but 
also that upland fields were converted due to the rice production adjustment. On the other 
hand, the number of orchards increased temporarily because farmers begun to produce fruits 
such as persimmon, chestnut and Japanese apricot which are labour-saving crops and can be 
grown while preparing for the conversion of agricultural lands to residential ones. However, 
in the period from the 1990s to the 2000s, those orchards were developed into residential 
lands because of the stability of the ground; as a result, the proportion of orchard acreage to 
cultivated lands decreased. Overall, there is a prominent decrease in cultivated lands in 
Tokyo, which is a suitable place for food production. Moreover, the gap between demand for 
food and its production supply have widened due to the increase in population. 

Although population increased again after 1995, the decrease in the ratio of cultivated 
lands was relatively low. This tendency indicates that a smaller decrease of cultivated lands 
was achieved to some extent by a shift of some cultivated lands in Urbanisation Promotion 
Area to the Productive Green Zones. However, food production in Tokyo has not increased 
again. According to changes in the production of rice, wheat and barley (Figure 2), yields of 
each crop have been declining sharply. The decline in the yields of these crops is a critical 
factor in the decrease of food self-sufficiency because these crops have become a staple food 
item and contain many calories. Therefore, the decrease of the food self-sufficiency ratio in 
Tokyo is mainly caused by a decline in the production of stable grains. This tendency is 
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reflected in a sharp decrease of paddy fields acreage. In future, the food self-sufficiency ratio 
in Tokyo will decline further because progress of urbanisation and the aging of farmers will 
reduce rice production. 

 

Figure.2 Yields of rice, wheat and barley in Tokyo Metropolis 
Source: Statistical Year book of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

2.2. Change of rice productivity in Japanese context 

In Figure. 3, the change of rice yields per 10 are is presented to examine rice production 
tendencies by prefectures. Rice yields per 10 are can be indicator of food productivity in the 
areas. Before the World War II, rice yields per 10 are were at a low level in prefectures of the 
Tohoku region and Hokkaido, which are in the northern part of Japan. This low productivity 
caused food scarcity and starvation, and people immigrated as colonial farmers to the foreign 
countries such as the US and Canada (Ichikawa et al. 1984). However, the geographical 
tendency of rice production changed dramatically after World War II. Improvement in rice 
productivity made prefectures in Tohoku region and Hokkaido the main areas of rice 
production in Japan. This improvement was the result of new kinds of rice which were hardy, 
yielding and tasty, and innovations in agricultural technologies such as the use of protected 
semi-irrigated rice nurseries, early raising and mechanisation in the producing processes. 
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Figure.3 Changes of paddy rice yields per 10 are by prefecture in Japan 

Source: Ichikawa et al. 1984 and Statistical Year book of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

On the other hand, prefectures in the western part of Japan and those in the southern Kanto 
region which are traditional rice-producing areas, ranked worse. In particular, the increase of 
rice yields per 10 are in Tokyo from 1970 to 2010 was only 300-400kg which was the worst 
level in Japan. In prefectures such as Okinawa and Kochi, rice yields per unit area were low 
because of long periods of rain and typhoons. However, in Tokyo, Osaka and Kanagawa, 
where the rice-production base including land and labour had been lost as a result of 
urbanisation, rice yields per unit area were limited less than 500kg in 2010. Therefore, they 
depended on supplies from the Tohoku and Hokuriku regions because large consumers such 
as Tokyo were unable to support themselves and keep pace with the demands in each 
prefecture.   
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2.3. Change in food self-sufficiency ratio 

Figure 4 shows that there is a negative correlation between food self-sufficiency ratio and 
population by prefectures. Surprisingly, only six prefectures, Hokkaido, Aomori, Akita, 
Yamagata, Iwate and Saga, have a self-sufficiency ratio of more than 100%. The main causes 
of this result are the large-scale farming operations in Hokkaido and the fact that rice 
production is stable and has a high productivity per unit area because of the progress of 
farmland consolidations in the other prefectures. However, this means that the remaining 
prefectures are not able to support themselves and depend on other prefectures and producers 
in foreign countries. Problems are critical within the prefectures of Tokyo, Kanagawa and 
Osaka, whose self-sufficiency ratio for food is less than 10%. In particular, the food self-
sufficiency ratio in Tokyo is approximately 1%, which is the worst in Japan. Thus, it is 
evident that a critical food crisis could occur when the supply is severed in the event of an 
accident.  

 
Figure.4 Correlation between food self-sufficiency ratio and population by prefecture in Japan 

Source: Japan Census and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

Figure 5 shows the food self-sufficiency ratios of main food items without stable grains 
from 1998 to 2006 and captures the trend of food self-sufficiency in Tokyo. The graph 
describes that the self-sufficiency ratio of vegetables was decreasing consistently in the 
period. This was caused by both a decrease of supply due to the decline of cultivated lands 
and an increase of demand due to the influx of population in Tokyo. As for milk, the 
tendency of the self-sufficiency ratio differed by year, but it had been at a stable level of 
around 4% overall. The self-sufficiency of milk had once been high based on the supply from 
dairy farms in urban and suburb areas. However, the ratio declined due to innovation of milk-
supply infrastructures, which urged dairy farms to move to suburbs that were father away 
from the city where they were better able to manage vast farms. The self-sufficiency of eggs 
has been stable at a low level with relatively small changes. On the other hand, the self-
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sufficiency of meat had traditionally been at the low level, but decreased greatly in the period 
as did vegetables. 

 

Figure.5 Self-sufficiency ratio of major food items in Tokyo Metropolis 
Source: Tokyo Metropolitan Gov., and Bureau of Labor and Economic Affairs 

On the whole, the food self-sufficiency ratios in Tokyo have decreased not only for items 
with high calories such as stable grains and meat, but also for vegetables which are mainly 
supplied from suburban areas as perishable foods. An important factor behind this trend is the 
decline of cultivated lands due to the growth of residential areas, which resulted in situations 
of conflict between agricultural and urbanised land use. This weakening of the food 
production base has become a significant food problem in Tokyo. Therefore, to solve the 
food problems in Tokyo, it is important to examine the spatial patterns which explore the 
stable sources of food supply. 

3. CHRONOLOGICAL CHANGES OF SPATIAL PATTERNS OF FOOD SUPPLY IN 
TOKYO 

In this chapter, the spatial patterns of food supplies in Tokyo are examined from the 
viewpoint of changes in the vegetables supplied to the Tokyo market. In the examination of 
food supply to markets, vegetables are used as factors because it is easy to capture seasonal 
and regional changes of supply due to vegetables’ seasonality and regionality (Takayanagi 
1995; 1990). In particular, onions and pumpkins, which are supplied the most to the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market (TMCWM), are chosen as factors, and trends of their 
supplied amounts to TMCWM by production areas in 1970 and 2010 are compared. Next, 
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spatial patterns of supply and their changes are examined within five production areas where 
the amounts supplied to TMCWM were the most. 

 
Figure.6 Amounts of onions arriving at Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market (1970) 

Source: Monthly report of Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market 

 
Figure.7 Amounts of onions arriving at Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market (2010) 

Source: Monthly report of Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market 
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In 1970 onions were mainly domestic and supplied to TMCWM by Hokkaido, Osaka, 
Hyougo, Nagano and Shizuoka, which supplied 73% of the total (Figure 6). Ordinary onions 
are divided into ‘autumn onions’ which seed in autumn and harvest the next summer and 
‘spring onions’ which seed in spring and harvest in autumn. At TMCWM, combinations of 
spring onions from Hokkaido and autumn onions from mainland were supplied to the market 
all year without missing a season, thus satisfying the demands of residents of Tokyo. 

However, in 2010, the onion-producing areas that supplied to TMCWM changed (Figure 
7). Although the main producing area of spring onions was Hokkaido as usual, autumn 
onions which were distributed to the market from spring to summer were increased in 
quantity and by a new supplier, the Saga prefecture. This indicates that the production areas 
for vegetables were moved to the far suburbs and remote rural areas due to both urbanisation 
and the improvements in transportation infrastructure and storage technologies. Furthermore, 
consumers demand sustaining throughout the year, including traditional off-crop seasons, 
altered the structure of supplying places. To satisfy those demands, onions were supplied 
from the US and China as well as domestic producing areas. However, in 2010, the 
percentage of amounts supplied from the US and China to TMCWM was only 8% and that 
from the domestic producing areas was as strong as ever.  

The change of the spatial supplying pattern of pumpkins is also examined. In 1970, 
pumpkins were mainly supplied from Kagawa and Miyazaki in June, Ibaraki in July and 
Hokkaido from August to October (Figure 8). This shows that the supplying areas of 
pumpkins to TMCWM were moving northwards by season within the year from the Kyusyu 
and Shikoku regions, where are southern and have warmer climates, to Ibaraki, which is a 
suburb of Tokyo, and then to Hokkaido, which is remote from Tokyo and has a cooler 
climate. Seasonal changes of supplying areas is not only caused by Japan’s geographical 
position, which extends north and south, but also by one of markets’ struggles to supply 
vegetables to consumers continually all year. These best five producing areas for TMCWM 
satisfy the demand in the area and their shares are 74%. However, the off-crop season was 
obviously from November to March and consumers were not able to obtain pumpkins 
continually all year. 

In 2010, the supplying pattern of pumpkins changed dramatically from the pattern in 1970 
(Figure 9). First, supplied amounts increased overall. This was the result of consumer 
demands that became diversified and annualised due to the concentration of population to 
Tokyo. Second, pumpkins were supplied in traditional off-crop season. In fact, pumpkins 
supplied from New Zealand and Mexico supplemented amounts supplied from domestic 
producing areas in the off-crop season. In particular, New Zealand supplied pumpkins from 
February and April, leveraging its geographical advantage of being in the southern 
hemisphere. On the other hand, Mexico supplied pumpkins not only in high season but also 
in the early months and at the end of the year, because pumpkins are harvested twice a year in 
warmer climate. 

As for supply of pumpkins, in 1970, the domestic areas were common and their producing 
areas tended to move northwards by season. Those tendencies are a typical supply pattern, 
according to best seasons for pumpkins. Then corresponding to changes in consumer needs 
and demand, pumpkins began to be supplied from New Zealand and Mexico. At TMCWM, 
pumpkins were supplied all year because these areas were able to supply pumpkins in the off-
crop season in Japan. At the point of supply, the amount of pumpkins supplied from New 
Zealand was 24% of all supplied amounts to TMCWM and that from Mexico was 19%. The 
supply of pumpkins to TMCWM was sustained and globalised by these two producing areas. 
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Moreover, as a solution to the food problems of Tokyo, or as a measure to balance the supply 
and demand of food, the importation of food has been considered (Kobayashi 1999; 
Takahashi 2010). 

 
Figure.8 Amounts of pumpkins arriving at Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market (1970) 

Source: Monthly report of Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market 

 
Figure.9 Amounts of pumpkins arriving at Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market (2010) 

Source: Monthly report of Tokyo Metropolitan Central Wholesale Market 
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The expansion of imported vegetables for TMCWM is sustained by consumer needs of 
wanting to eat fresh, reasonably priced vegetables irrespective of season. In the early period 
of expanding vegetable importation, the imported vegetables were supplied in their off-crop 
season in the domestic market. Then, the innovation of a pre-cooling system, which was to 
chill vegetables and fruits before shipping and storing them at 3 °C to 5 °C in order to retain 
their freshness, using air transportation for supplying vegetables and combinations of 
reducing shipping costs and production costs in growing areas enabled imported vegetables to 
compete with domestic vegetables in freshness and price. Furthermore, the loosening of 
regulations such as tariffs also expands the importation of vegetables. 

4. NEW PROBLEMS AND MOVEMENTS OF FOOD SUPPLY 

4.1. Problems between consumers and producers 

Various problems have arisen from globalisation of food supplies in domestic markets of 
Japan, including the Tokyo market. For instance, the Japanese government enacted 
safeguards against imported Welsh onions and shiitake mushrooms, which were increasing in 
numbers due to imported amounts from foreign countries such as China for the first time in 
1999. A safeguard was an emergency measure to restrict imports and was exercised when the 
WTO recognised the danger to domestic industries. In the food supply context, the exercise 
of safeguards represents a shrinking and weakening of the food production base by 
globalisation, because safeguards are implemented because of the rapid increase of particular 
imports (Kobayashi 1999). 

 
 

Figure.10 Amounts of Welsh onion imports in Japan 
Source: Trade Statistics of Japan 
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In fact, imported amounts of Welsh onions were under 10,000 t until 1997, but increased 
rapidly and reached 42,385 t in 2000, which was almost five times as much as that in 1997. 
The price of imported Welsh onions per 1 kg in 2000 was about 100 yen, which was half or 
one-third of domestic products because 98% of imported Welsh onions were from China 
where the production cost was cheap. Those low-priced Welsh onions have been sold at 
supermarkets as bargain goods and have been used in food service industries, but they have 
also become a threat to domestic producers. In the Tokyo market, Welsh onions have 
traditionally been supplied from Saitama and Ibaraki which are located in the suburb of 
Tokyo. Welsh onions have been an important crop, sustaining the suburban agriculture of 
large cities. Thus, the safeguard was exercised to protect domestic producers of Welsh onions 
in 1999, and it restricted imports temporally and raised tariffs on particular items.  

According to Figure 10, imports of Welsh onions have increased rapidly since 1998. This 
tendency can be attributed to the emergency importation of vegetables by the Japanese 
government to restrain price rise of vegetables caused by unseasonable weather in the 
summer of 1998. In particular, as for Welsh onions, vast amounts were imported from China 
and distributers in Japan also began to deal in Welsh onions from China after the emergency 
import act ended. Imported Welsh onions for the Tokyo market are cultivated in the middle 
south-shore provinces of China such as Shandong, Zhejiang and Fujian, using Japanese types 
of seeds. The onions are shipped to Japan after peeling, bundling and packing in boxes.  Low-
priced Welsh onions from China attract consumers in the Tokyo market, because Welsh 
onions from China are as good in quality as those from Japan. Therefore, the needs of 
consumers and food service industries were the factors behind the rapid increase of the 
imported Welsh onions. 

On the other hand, the low price of Welsh onions from China was reflective of cheap 
labour and transportation costs. According to ‘Yearbook of Labour Statistics’, in 2000, the 
average monthly income in China was 9,955 yen. This figure was far lower than that of 
Japan, which was 321,000 yen. Transportation costs were about 1.4 yen per 1 kg from Anqiu 
where was a producing place of Welsh onions to Qingdao where was an outport and about 10 
yen per 1kg from Qingdao to Tokyo. The total of those transportation costs were the same as 
transportation costs from Ibaraki to Tokyo. Furthermore, the resolution of the political 
instability issue in China and the improvement of infrastructures for export resulted in 
shipping Welsh onions from China to the Tokyo market only about 5days after harvesting. 
Therefore, it was obvious that domestic producers would not be able to compete with Chinese 
production and transportation prices, and as a result the safeguard was implemented. 

4.2. Reaction to globalisation of food supply 

Today, the increase of imports causes restructuring of domestic food-producing areas 
supplying to the Tokyo Market. For example, most of the pumpkin-producing areas in Japan 
tend to decrease production due to not only the lower prices offered by foreign producing 
areas but also the farmers’ reduced motivation to cultivate pumpkins. In changes of the 
spatial pattern of pumpkin supply to the Tokyo Market, domestic pumpkin-producing areas 
tend to concentrate in the areas where they are able to cut production costs by cultivation in 
bulk such as Hokkaido and Kagoshima or where transportation costs can be reduced due to 
proximity such as in Ibaraki and Kanagawa. Without the aspect of cost, domestic pumpkin-
producing areas struggle to differentiate themselves from foreign producing areas by 
cultivating new kinds of pumpkins of high quality and taste. Strategies of domestic producing 
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areas lead to alternative marketing values such as sophistication, branding and improvement 
of taste and food safety well as improving profitability by cost reduction. These efforts can be 
seen as reactions to the globalisation of food supply. 

Especially in the Tokyo market, food safety has become an important factor of food 
supply in the last 10 years (Kikuchi 2012). Consumers have consciously focused on a 
sustainable supply of ‘safe food’, because food supply in the Tokyo market is currently 
adequate in quantity due to area expansion and globalisation of the food supply. The need for 
food safety is reflected as an increase in the demand for organic crops. Amounts of organic 
crops that have been sold increased rapidly from 33,734 t in 2001, the year in which the 
system of certification of organic crops was established, to 53,446 t in 2007. Safety of 
organic food is guaranteed by the Japan Agricultural Standard (JAS) because production and 
supply are strictly managed by JAS. In fact, organic crops are cultivated in JAS-certified 
fields and supplied by JAS-certified distributors. Thus, the increase of organic crops is also a 
topic of food problems in the Tokyo market today and represents the theory that consumer 
consciousness is shifting from ‘quantity’ and ‘price’ to ‘quality’. Sales ratios of organic 
onions for one distributor by prefecture and per month are shown on Table 1, as an example 
of organic crop distribution in the Tokyo Market.  

Table.1 Sales ratio of organic onions of a distributor by prefecture and per month 
(2003-2004) 

Source: Interview by author 

 
According to this table, the sales ratios of organic onions in April from two collection 
facilities in Nagasaki were 30% each and 40% from a collection facility in Saga. In June, the 
sales ratio of organic onions from the facility in Saga increased to 60% and facilities in 
Kumamoto and Nara were added instead of those of Nagasaki. Then, in August, the sales 
ratios of organic onions from facilities in Gunma and Hokkaido were 50% each, and from 
September to March, the sales ratio of organic onions from the facility in Hokkaido remained 
at 100%. These collection facilities’ shifts are derived from the difference of harvesting terms 
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due to various climate characteristics of Japan, because of its positioning from north to south. 
Therefore, stocking onions from producing areas with different harvest terms enables 
consumers to buy from retailers for a long period within a year. 

Moreover, the sales ratios of organic carrots for the same distributor by prefecture and per 
month are shown on Table 2.  

Table.2 Sales ratio of organic carrots of a distributor by prefecture and per month  
(2003-2004) 

Source: Interview by authors 

 

The producing areas of organic carrots were shifted from Miyazaki, south to Hokkaido, 
and then north from spring to summer. In contrast, producing areas were shifted again from 
north to south from summer to winter, which means that organic carrots are being supplied to 
consumers as long as possible within a year, making use of difference harvest seasons due to 
climate characteristics; the patterns are similar to that of production of organic onions. 

5. FOOD SYSTEM RESTRUCTURING IN TOKYO FOR FUTURE FOOD SUPPLY 

A balance between supply and demand in the context of weakening food supply bases in 
large cities, such as Tokyo, and their surroundings is important for solving food problems. 
The Tokyo Market has struggled with various strategies to solve this problem. In the context 
of the historical development of suburban agriculture, the improvement of the transportation 
infrastructure for food supply has played an important role in arriving at a balance between 
the supply and demand of food. Within the food system, food problems are considered from 
the viewpoint of supply and demand. The notion of the food system represents a flow from 
production, collecting, shipping, distribution, dealing and sale of food to consumption, and in 
this flow, the balance between production and consumption, or supply and demand, is seen as 
an important factor. 

An expansion of demand causes a lack of food as in the Tokyo market, and then the 
production and supply infrastructures are improved. In the Tokyo market, not only has there 
been an expansion of food supply areas due to increase of domestic producing areas but also 
globalisation of the food supply has progressed. These changes of the food system were 
based on the notion of the production basis and the ‘economies of scale’, because consumers 
tended to value reasonably priced and regulated food by quantity. As a result, in the Tokyo 
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market, mass-produced food from major and large producing areas, which produce food 
cheaply and in well-regulated form with regard to colour, form and size, is preferred in 
comparison to food produced by small producers and in minor and small producing areas. As 
a result, producers have been urged to stop producing food in many cultivated fields. 
Moreover, weakening of food production base caused an increase of abandoned fields and a 
deterioration of rural environment. 

In the 21st century, the notion of the food system based on production basis has begun to 
change. This means that not only economic profits and efficiency are valued but also 
alternative-added values are appreciated in the production, supply and consumption of food.   
Those added values are deeply related to upgrading and branding of food and will change 
food supply systems in which safety, freshness and traceability are appreciated. For example, 
in the Kagura-Tomioka district, a western Gunma prefecture, farmers struggle to restructure 
the food system in order to compete with inexpensive imported vegetables. In particular, 
these farmers tie up with well-known supermarkets in Tokyo and consumers’ cooperative 
stores through agricultural cooperatives and ship their vegetables harvested early in the 
morning to reach the stores the same day before opening time. The vegetables are known as  
‘Asadori-yasai’, meaning ‘vegetables harvested in the morning’. The challenge, which is to 
supply fresh and reasonably priced vegetables to consumers directly from the farms, indicates 
that alternative added values of freshness, safety and traceability enable farmers to 
differentiate their products from imported vegetables. Therefore, this also implies that a 
restructuring of food system is one method of solve food problems in Tokyo. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays in Brazil researchers are trying to define a WBB (Well-being Brazil) indicator. In 
this context, territorial justice and urban happiness are terms of our critical spatial perspective 
to discuss the civic city concept passing beyond preeminently normative discourses on the 
just city. In this work we approach the relationship between Geography and Ethics through 
the assertion of urban rights – emphasizing especially the right to the place – in Rio de 
Janeiro. We intent to clarify how applied ethical values could be designing some local urban 
structures which mean canopies to the convivial everyday life. Often, the nexus between 
justice and happiness doesn’t comprise a geographical approach in order to decode the local 
civility challenges and to overcome the opportunity civic costs. We assert the idea of 
happiness could point us to an all-inclusive assessment of an urban condition. Our 
methodological standpoint: happiness theorizing can be a significant extended component of 
urban policies and we also suggest that civic spaces - contrasting to the oppressor spaces - 
become geographical evidences of the urban well-being. Our empirical study: a square 
located in the suburb of Rio de Janeiro in which people practice codes of civility and 
empower the idea of good life and urban happiness. 

Keywords: Civic city, territorial justice,urban happiness, citizenship, canopy place. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This text has an exploratory character, an essay meant to discuss the notions of urban 
happiness and urban citizenship from the perspective of territorial justice. This is a concept 
we have been developing in the past few years, examining its interfaces with Ethics of civility 
and the right to the landscape (LIMA, 2013a), with the right to the place (LIMA e GARCIA, 
2013), with territorial political networks and citizenship (LIMA, 2013b), with urban well-
being and happiness (LIMA, 2013c). 

In present Brazil, some themes, formerly relegated to debates within intellectual groups, 
have gained a visibility worthy of its relevance, such as the case of happiness. A proposal of a 
constitutional amendment, for instance, indicates the inclusion of the word happiness in the 
Carta Magna. Thus, in the 6th article of the Federal Constitution, social rights would be taken 
into consideration (e.g. education, health, nutrition, and housing), and defined as “essential to 
the pursuit of happiness”. An index is also being prepared to measure the level of happiness 
of the Brazilian people. Is it possible to calculate the Brazilian well-being, considering the 
notorious regional inequalities observed nationwide? This may be our first challenge. The 
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Fundação Getúlio Vargas, the “Mais Feliz” movement, and the social network MyFunCity 
are leading the development of a methodology to define the Well Being Brazil Index 
(WWB). The basic idea is to develop a complementary index to the existing and well-known 
PIB, IDH, among others. The criteria used in such methodology are: education, safety, health, 
family, relationship networks, government, consumption, sustainability, mobility, work, and 
income. The reference value in this case is the citizen’s degree of satisfaction. 

However, the WWB would be just one more index. What would then be the interest of 
Geography towards those indicators, without drifting backwards to the New Geography of 
the 60s and 70s? We understand that, by following the line of investigation that links 
Geography to Ethics, we can assure a geographical interpretation of those indicators. This can 
be done either from inside, that is, from ethical values such as respect, trust, decency, 
hospitality (or recognition) and solidarity, which sustain the notion of territorial justice. 
Therefore, the understanding of the relation society/space is no longer established through 
inequalities and contradictions but, mostly, by considering differences and acknowledging 
them as a basic principle of a democratic territorial management.  

In our point of view, territorial justice must be conceived as an effective idea capable of 
expanding the horizons of social rights, by mobilizing people and contexts to build civic 
spaces. Within a strict urban context, we would deal with the construction of canopy places 
that may make the notion of a fair city a viable one. We would ultimately be dealing with the 
notion of urban happiness, permanently linked to the notion of justice. Good life, in the sense 
attributed to Yi-Fu Tuan (1986:10), “incorporating other people’s experiences and worlds”, 
would be the living face of that fair and happy city. Some areas of the city, such as its 
squares, could be the hologramatical version of that city, that is, the part within the whole, 
which is, in turn, within the part. Therefore, we use, as empirical example of our analysis, a 
square in Vila da Penha, a suburb in Rio de Janeiro, with the objective of explaining, within 
the idea of a civic city, the possible relation between territorial justice and urban happiness. 

The question that guides this work is related to the impasses involved in the formation of 
civic spaces in the city of Rio de Janeiro, and its prospects of overcoming their present status. 
How does the civic use of spaces confirm the territorialization of social rights? We deal with 
a theoretical framework that tries to conceive and detect residents of Rio de Janeiro 
(cariocas) as both territorialized and territorializing individuals, within the context of urban 
citizenship conditioned to dignity, of urban happiness as mediator of civility and, finally, of 
the urban rights that make up territorial justice as a democratic prospect. This text is 
structured in two main sections. The first discusses the concept of territorial justice, and 
makes a brief description of urban rights, showing its connection to the concept of urban 
happiness. In the second section, we approach the notions of civic space and canopy places in 
the empirical example of a square in Vila da Penha, a suburban area in Rio de Janeiro. We 
close the study by suggesting that the city of Rio de Janeiro is moving towards becoming a 
civic city, even though it still presents perverse and historical inequalities. The Rio de Janeiro 
localization in the Southeast of country – the richiest region – explains our intention in order 
to understand its strategical and regional position.  [Fig 1] 
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Figure 1: Happiness index and Brazilian regionalization.  

2.GEOGRAPHY AND ETHICS: TERRITORIAL JUSTICE AS A GUIDING 
CONCEPT 

As Singer (2002:9) says, “in order for the discussion on ethics be productive it is necessary to 
say something about ethics, so that we have a clear understanding of what we are doing when 
we discuss ethical issues”. In this study, we will not engage in a deeper debate over the 
distinction between the two terms: Ethics and morality. However, we find it worth recalling 
that the word derives from ethos which has different meanings such as habitat, character, and 
costumes. This inevitably leads to the idea conduct, the most general meaning underlying the 
different uses of the term ethos. We agree with Droit (2012:19), when he says:  

In short, if we wish to distinguish the two terms, “morality” would refer to inherited norms, 
“ethics”, to norms being constructed. “Morality” would designate, mostly, existing and 
transmitted values; “ethics”, the work of elaborating or making the necessary adjustments 
due to ongoing changes. 
Cortina and Martinez (2008:22) emphasize: “[t]he basic question about morality would then 
be: ‘what should we do?’, whilst the central question about ethics would be ‘why should we?’ 
meaning “what arguments approve and support the moral code we have accepted as a conduct 
guide?”. Smith (2000:10) understands that “ethics is the same as moral philosophy, or ‘the 
conscious reflection on our moral beliefs’ (…). Morality is what people actually believe and 
do, or the rules they follow.” Finally, Vázquez (1992:22) warns us that if “there is a diversity 
within morality regarding not only time but also space, (...), ethics, as a theory, must imply a 
human behavior that varies and diversifies over time”. To this, we add, historical time and 
geographic space, allowing us to outline a proximity between Geography and Ethics. 

According to Proctor (1999:5), “the confluence of Geography and ethics represents no 
radical recent turn of events: one need only go back to Immanuel Kant to find ‘moral 
Geography’ propose as a major subdivision of the discipline”. The author continues his 
argument by saying that the “metaphor of space provide perhaps the most familiar entry of 
geographers into substantive questions of ethics (Idem, ibidem)”. It is exactly around this 
concept of territorial justice that we wish to extend our discussion over an evaluation of the 
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idea of urban happiness, of the construction of a civic city as an interface of this geographic 
concept. 

Searching for alternatives in Ethics, Porter (1980:1) says: 

People are not content merely to live, they feel impelled to evaluate their existence and to 
determinate whether they are living well or badly. They try to judge the value of the goals 
they are pursuing and the broad purposes that motivate their actions. They want to know 
whether their conduct toward others is right and reasonable or whether they are being 
unjust, unfair, or in some way morally blameworthy. 
Among geographers, according to Jacques Lévy, the “association between justice and space 
is a recent idea. It presupposes, in one hand, that space offers enough content for a definition 
of what is fair and, on the other hand, that possible actions upon the space allow for a 
proximity to a fair agency.” (2003:531). It is in this context that the atavic relation established 
between society and space defines the theoretical and methodological directions, and the 
intervention of Geography itself. This results in a scientific concern with fair access to space, 
in other words, with the democratic use of space, which is equivalent to the right to the space. 
Indeed, such concern enters the domain of a more comprehensive relation that links 
Geography to Ethics, as we emphasized above. Thus, the territorial justice allows us to clarify 
the role of ethical values applied in the process of social production of space.  

All this leads to the conclusion that Bleddyn Davies was the first to use the term territorial 
justice, in a study of 1968 entitled Social needs and resources in local services; even though, 
for Bennetot (2011:116), the theme had already been seen by Jean Gottmann, in his work of 
1951 La politique des États et leur géographie, in which he approaches the relation between 
equality, equity, and space justice. In 1973, David Harvey resumed the same expression to 
better explain the connection existing between social justice and spatial systems, mainly in 
cities, in his famous book Social justice and the city. Aiming at making it evident, as well as 
understanding a fair distribution of spatial resources, Harvey (1980) suggests the concept of 
social territorial justice, demonstrating his concerns with the physical and social 
environments, regarding income distribution, of the population’s needs, and of essential and 
extra resources. However, we’re trying to approach the problems of defining territorial justice 
beyond the service needs and service provision balance as found in Boyne and Powell (1991). 
This bold and legitimate proposal by these geographers apparently did not indicate solutions 
for the tension between satisfying needs and/or guaranteeing social rights, not envision them. 

Smith (2000:136) justifies that the “term ‘territorial social justice’ is sometimes adopted 
when the issue is explicitly that of distribution in geographical space, among territorially 
defined populations”. For Lee (2000:342), territorial justice corresponds to the “application 
of the principles of social justice to territorial units. As such, it can be the principle of 
territorial policies”. In other words, for Ward (2009:274), territorial justice is “the 
territorialization of the principles of social justice. This involves examining the conditions 
under which wealth and social well-being are produced, distributed and consumed”.  

We also think that need, as a variable in territorial justice, requires an indispensable 
complement: social right. In this case, politics and ethics engage into a dialogue with each 
other, assuming the premisse that “one can only establish the relation between ethics and 
politics in complementary, concurrent, and antagonic terms”, and that “one cannot separate 
nor confuse ethics and politics. The great ethical purposes often demand a strategy, that is, 
politics, and politics demand minimum ethical means and purposes, for which reason they are 
not reduced to ethics” (MORIN, 2005: 51 e 80). Based on these words by Morin (2005:86), 
we ask: “What can Ethics do? What can politics do? What could ethical politics and political 
Ethics do?” The questioning continues: What can an ethical territorial politics do? How could 
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territorial justice be inserted within ethical politics? Following this line of thought, we face 
the possibility of thinking over the meaningfulness of a practical Ethics, in accordance with 
Singer’s proposal (2002), as well as with Cortina’s works (2007, 2009, 2013) on applied 
Ethics.  

As methodological resource to discriminate social rights emphasized in our concept of 
territorial justice, we will largely follow the systematization made by Borja and Muxí (2003), 
in which they identify social rights as: 1. Right to housing and place; 2. Right to public space 
and monumentality; 3. Right to beauty; 4. Right to collective identity and within the city; 5. 
Right to mobility and accessibility; 6. Right to centrality; 7. Right of the city to change from 
a marginal and illegal one to a city of citizenship; 8. Right to metropolitan and plurimunicipal 
government; 9. Right to political innovation; 10. Right to access and use information and 
communication technologies. 11. Right to have a city as refuge; 12. Right to be protected, by 
local governments, from higher political institutions, organizations, and companies; 13. Right 
to local justice and safety; 14. Right to illegality; 15. Right to employment and minimum 
income; 16. Right to environmental quality; 17. Right to difference, to intimacy, and to 
choice of personal relationships; 18. Right of all inhabitants of a city to have the same 
political and legal citizen status; 19. Right of citizens to have both institutional and social 
representatives at international conferences; 20. Right to equal mobility and access to 
transversal information; 21. Right of local and regional governments, and of civil 
organizations, to organize networks and associations. To these rights listed by the authors, we 
add five more, which, in our opinion, support the right to the space: 1. Right to the landscape; 
2. Right to the memory; 3. Right to the feast to laziness; 4. Right to one’s own rhythm 
(slowness); last but not least, 5. Right to happiness. 

Conditions under which these rights are exerted must be considered a political and 
geographical question with a strong ethical bias. In short, we must think about the territory 
from both perspectives – ethical and political. Within this question, the concept of place is 
legitimately established, conceived as one possible form of space appropriation, in which the 
symbolic dimension plays a crucial role. In Humanistic Geography place is considered as a 
center of significance, admitting that “human places vary greatly in size. An armchair by a 
fireplace is a place, but so it is a nation-state” (TUAN, 1985: 149); which allows us to 
consider the spatial unity of a public square as a possibility of a place within the metropolis 
of Rio de Janeiro, as explained later in this study. 

Yi-Fu Tuan (1980:156) told us that “intimacy among people does not require knowledge 
of details of everyone’s life; it shines in the moments of true consciousness and exchange. 
Each intimate exchange happens in a place which, in turn, takes part in the encounter. 
Intimate places are as many as the occasions in which people truly establish contact”. 
Intimate experience, a key-concept in this humanistic conception of place, leads to spatial 
awareness or geographical imagination that canopy places are possible – and necessary – to 
social life. Later, Tuan (2005:16), acknowledges that these spaces of intimate experience, 
such as hearths, not only represent one extreme of geographical scales, compared to the 
cosmos, and even revitalizing, “may be oppressive; the cosmos can even be liberating, and 
present overwhelming and threatening aspects”. Certainly, hearths – and places in general – 
are no guarantee of a cozy and happy life, but, even so, we believe they possess great 
potential to be loci for a full and dignified human experience. It’s enough to evoke “the 
simple idea that for a life to be good it must contain joyful, comforting, and import-laden 
experiences” (TUAN, 1986:7). 

In this sense as Cresswell tells us (2004:11): 

Neighborhoods, villages, towns and cities are easily referred to as places and these are the 
kinds of places that most often appear in writing on place. There is little writing on the 
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corner of a favorite room as place a tone scale, or on the globe at another. Yet, as Tuan 
suggested, there is something of place in all of these. (...) But place is also a way of seeing, 
knowing and understanding the world. When we look at the world as a world of places we 
see different things. We see attachments and connections between people and place. We see 
worlds of meaning and experience. 
We understand that the processes of territorialization may include the construction of this 
kind of social space – the place – characterized by a network of relations that bring people 
together who, in turn, see themselves as co-participants in the construction of such specific 
spaces, that is, of those places. Therefore, right to the place can be unfolded as the right to 
such intimacy, to such proximity, and to such acknowledgement. These unfolding allow us to 
identify territorial justice, exemplified by the right to the place, as a favorable condition to 
social happiness. 

Domenico de Masi and Oliviero Toscani (2011:8) pose this question: What do we, 
westerners, know of happiness? That it has always been a constant desire, an obstinate hope. 
Currently, the theme happiness, especially urban happiness, seems to flourish timidly in the 
Sciences – such as positive Psychology, Economics, and Sociology -, after having been 
examined exhaustly by Philosophy, from Seneca, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle to Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Bertrand Russel, André Comte-Sponville and José Antonio Marina. The 
first to study happiness were the great philosophers of the Antiquity, though to Albert 
Figueres (apud RICOU, 2012), “the first hominid capable of holding the sense of well-being 
with a word, a gesture or an ideogram, was the first to speak of happiness”. Interestingly, to 
confirm the multiple conceptions that permeates the term, it is sufficient to observe the titles 
of some of the books devoted to the theme. Conceptions hidden behind the titles tell us that 
happiness is something real and independent of us, something one can stumble over, in other 
words, to find at any unexpected moment throughout life; it can also be conceived as a goal, 
or a kind of fate towards which we move in a search or adventurous journey. (“Stumbling on 
Happiness”, by D. Gilbert; “The Happiness Trip”, by E. Punset), and also, as something that 
we argue its own existence, as it may be only a discourse or a mith (“The mith of happiness”, 
de G. Breno). 

Happiness can also be considered as something which we should object to, questioning its 
unanimity as something that all of us, without exception, wish for (“Against Happiness: In 
Praise of Melancholy”, by E. Wilson). We can also question the unanimity advocated by 
Pascal (apud COMTE-SPONVILLE, 2005:23) who stated that: “every man wishes to be 
happy, including that one is about to hang himself. If he, indeed, hangs himself, it is to escape 
unhappiness; and escaping unhappiness means approaching, at least as much as possible, a 
certain happiness, even if it be negative or nothing itself...”. 

Happiness can also be authentic or true, which presupposes the possibility of there being a 
kind of fake happiness, a simulacrum (“Authentic Happiness” by M. Seligman). On the other 
hand, as a hypothesis, happiness is translated as something that may or not exist. In another 
hand, as hypothesis, happiness can be defined as something that can exist or not (“The 
Happiness Hypothesis”, by J. Haid). For other authors, however, happiness is something so 
truly real and desirable that it can historicized and even theorized (“Happiness: a History”, 
by McMahon; “A brief history of happiness”, by White, N.; and “A Theory of Happiness”, 
by E. Rojas). Following the footsteps of a new science, happiness can also be conceived as 
something sustainable, and presenting a content that can be defined (“Sustainable 
Happiness”, by A. Zuazua; “Happiness. Lessons for a New Science” by R. Layard, “The 
Contents of Happiness”, by F. Savater). 

Comte-Sponville (2005:49) tries to resume with this old Greek philosophical questions, 
the question about happiness, about a good life, about satisfaction, in short, about living well, 
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defending the notion of happiness as an act, that is, “the act itself as happiness: wanting 
whatever we have and do, what is and what is not missing. In other words, enjoy and 
rejoice”. For the author, happiness “is not something absolute, it is a process, a movement, a 
balance, but a unstable one (we are more or less happy), a victory, but a fragile one, one to be 
constantly defended, to be continued or resumed” (COMTE-SPONVILLE, 2005:88, 
emphasis in the original). Quoting Montaigne, Comte-Sponville (2009:105) recalls that “it is 
natural that the secret to happiness is absolutely simple, and that it is not a secret: it is about 
propagating the idea of joy, and suppressing as much sadness as”. 

This ambivalent and unstable character pointed out by the philosopher is part of our 
conception of happiness as a dynamic and socially conditioned tension between satisfaction 
and lack of satisfaction, in which people develop a full and active existence, in their own 
rhythms, and in the spatial areas they autonomously elected as most appropriate. Such is our 
conception of happiness, inspired by the Cabala (Kabbalah), and summarized by Mario Javier 
Sabán (2012). According to Grönemeyer (2012), “shared happiness brings us twice the joy”. 
Presence of the Other, and its inherent potential of social coexistence leads us to agree with 
Fox (2012), when this neuroscientist says that “happiness does not depend upon how much 
you earn, but on being satisfied with what you do, on being committed. This is one of the key 
elements of happiness”. And commitment is necessarily linked to principles such as 
responsibility, solidarity, trust, and respect to the different, starting by acknowledging the 
Other as a legitimate being.  

With regard to individual life rhythms, we recall the ideas of Honoré (2012, 2013), when 
he says that rush kills and “leads us to make huge mistakes, steals time from us, and prevents 
us from being happy”. De Masi and Toscani (2011: 83) state that “at the end, of the 20th 
century”, happiness collided with the frenetic rhythm of modern life, forcing us to a type of 
thinking that only slowness would allow.” To the ideas of these authors, we add our notion 
that it is not only time that is stolen from us, but also space, a place devoid of human 
relations, that is, lacking density and social quality. This is not only about criticizing the 
hurry, the necessarily rapid social movement, but criticizing the uncontrollable 
standardization of this socially constructed time and space, the pursuit of satisfaction in 
contemporary metropolises, in particular. We are concerned about the “satisfaction originated 
from the fact of us being more relaxed, of having more time to be with family and friends, of 
having more respect for our fellow human beings, of having more alternatives in life”, as 
posed by Skidelsky (2012) 

We then ask ourselves if it is possible to discuss about a happy place. Can we speak of a 
place, classifying it as violent, dangerous, pleasant, and beautiful? Or even of a place where 
all these attributes coexist in a restless tension? How do we distinguish between the range of 
an attribute and that which it refers or applies to? A city or a violent neighborhood, for 
instance, is one in which the social phenomenon of violence prevails, that is, it occurs with 
noticeable frequency in both urban space and time. It is a social content conceived as 
inseparable from the concept of space, what Jacques Lévy refers to as substance (in a 
essential articulation with space metric and scale, three fundamental attributes of space). Such 
content or substance can be defined by the way they are used, in other words, as equivalent to 
the distinct uses the geographic space can have.  

These observations converge with the methodological premisse advocated by Milton 
Santos when this geographer states the use as what qualifies space. Let us explain: uses of 
space, conceived as social practices in/of space, can be schematically categorized as 
economic, political, and cultural (-ideological), from which we have what is called economic 
space, political space, and cultural space. In our line of investigation, we are particularly 
interested by the interwining of political, public, and civic spaces, that is, spaces presided by 
territorial justice. 
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Thus, how would this happy space or territory become a reality? Would such territory be a 
just one? We know that justice and happiness are similar terms, considering the premise that 
we can only be happy with a morality that cannot predict how happiness and justice agree, 
“this exotic pair that makes a good life, and life a good one to be lived, happiness and justice 
can only remain united when apart” (INNERARITY, 2001:86). How can we outline an 
operational definition of happiness that works as a key to understanding the uses of space? In 
this case, understanding the specific use that characterizes space in which the basic 
components of happiness are incorporated into the geographic surroundings of a certain 
social system – in its national, regional, or local scales. Would that be a space into which 
ethics and civil spirit should be compulsorily incorporated? A happy place would be a 
synonym for a place where we can be happy, through personal and collective promotion or 
achievement – self-expression of who we are – and a non-oppressive, affective life, in which 
we interact based on ethical values. 

It seems clear that the idea of a happy space would be antagonistic to the notion of an 
oppressive space. Hence the double theoretical and methodological necessity to define 
oppressive space, and assume that the less oppressive the greater the possibilities of having 
places presided by territorial justice and happiness. To this, we add that the strengthening of 
civic spaces would correspond to the motivation, to the formation, and to the consolidation of 
just and happy places. Within the urban scale, we can speak of a just city or of a happy city. 
To clarify this, we recall the words of Sabbag Jr. (2008:31), when he refers to physical space 
and its potentialities. 

When appropriate to the needs to which it is destined, it allows for the balanced development 
of family relations and a good level of interaction with reality. If inappropriate, such space 
will promote the appearing of neurosis and psychosis, thus becoming oppressive and 
repressive. (...) how would we define an oppressive space? In general, it is the one imposed 
without a suitable study of the characteristics of what it is destined to. A badly planned space, 
whether large or small, oppresses because it incentivates the loss of freedom and 
individuality, as it violates personal space. (...) Interpersonal relations are the ones that 
suffer the most with the decreasing spaces. Some of the most traditional habits are 
disappearing or being changed by others, habits that amplify individualism and personal 
distance in its most negative aspects. 
This definition of an oppressive space stimulates us to apply Ethics to our thinking about the 
notion of territory, in order to promote intellectual and social conditions that will allows for 
the flourishing and development of spaces of justice, of happiness, of civic spirit, especially 
in contemporary metropolises. We shall see how this can be configured in a metropolis such 
as Rio de Janeiro, considered the happiest city in the world among twenty countries. [Fig 2] 
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Figure 2: The happiest city in the world? 

3. URBAN HAPPINESS AND CANOPY PLACES IN RIO DE JANEIRO: AN 
EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE  

Based on the assumption that the Osvaldo Lima Square, located in Rio de Janeiro, in the 
suburban area of Vila da Penha can be considered a place – according to the concepts listed 
in this study – our study made direct interviews in that square, to investigate how its users put 
into practice civic codes or conduct such as respect, solidarity, and responsibility in their 
close social contact. We also investigated how the place is seen by local residents regarding 
social advantages, functional services and, above all, affective services found in that place. 
Following, we present some of the statements. 

Regarding perception of the square as a place, we have the following statements by the 
neighbors:  

The Square is cozy, clean and frequented by nice people. (respondent B) 
The Square is a quiet, airy place, with nice visitors, and with good facilities, always well kept 
by people who come regularly and by the City government. (respondent D) [Fig 3] 

 
Figure 3: A quiet Square. Photo by Rivaldo & Gisele Lima, 2013 
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The Square is a fine place, quiet, with lots of trees, which makes the climate very pleasant. At 
first, we had not only the space, but toys for children and a football court. Around 10 years 
ago, the City organized exercise classes on the court, which was great. By doing this, the 
concern with maintenance of the place was more visible both to users and local government. 
(respondent F) [Fig 4]  

 
Figure 4: Children and toys. Photo by Cecília & Vinicius Gonçalves, 2013 

 
Figure 5: The chatting. Photo by Cecília & Vinicius Gonçalves, 2013 

Regarding the practice of civic codes in the square, that is, the civic use of the space, as well 
as the effective interaction with the functional services provided by the local government, we 
obtained the following statements: 

People get along very well here. Once a month, we have a birthday party for those 
celebrating their birthdays, and we get worried and try to find out when someone does not 
show up. Everyone is always watching for the appropriate use of the place and objects, as 
well as the maintenance of the Square itself. (respondent A) 
Coexistence is very good and respectful. We have started a Project of meeting once a month 
to share skills, teaching what we know and learning from others; for example, I teach 
crochet, and learn glass painting. We keep constant attention to the maintenance of the 
square, because the public institutions have fulfilled their role of cleaning and maintaining it. 
(respondent B) 
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I see people here having a very respectful relation with one another. I usually notice the 
concern of those who come to preserve the Square and toys, as I also notice that the officials 
responsible for it haven’t disappointed. (respondent C) 
I observe that people here coexist very well, and I notice a great deal of intimacy among 
them, regarding the well-being of their families. The area is very well preserved by local 
people and by the City government. (respondent F) 
Companionship among people here is great. Everyone is always attentive of the other. And 
they all have respect for the place so that it is always well kept; and the City also does it part 
by taking care of it. (respondent G) 
The final part the interviews focused on symbolic gains such as companionship and 
friendship, as well as the sharing of social intimacy among them. We were also interested in 
finding out what social stimulus made those residents frequently go to the square. These are 
the statements: 

Neighbors we exercised encouraged me to participate. I made good friends in other streets of 
the neighborhood that I didn’t know. We are invited for birthday parties and other events. 
(respondent A) 
When talking to other neighbors on the Square, my husband heard of the exercise classes and 
was interested in participating, and invited me to go too. Like him, I made good friends in 
other streets of the neighborhood who I didn’t know and now we are often invited to events. 
(respondent B) 
I live right across the Square, and kept watching the attitude of locals, and decided to join 
them. Yes, I made very good friends. We go to the shopping mall, to birthday parties, etc. 
(respondent D) 
As I really like birds, a neighbor told me about a friend of his who took his birds in the 
morning to the Square, and that he knew all about birds. I’ve made good friends. We visit the 
same families e even travel together. (respondent E) 
My mother used to bring me to play when I was a kid and I grew up with the other boys. I 
made excellent friends here and we always hang out together on the weekends. (respondent 
G) [Fig 6]  

 
Figure 6: Placing kids. Photo by Cecília & Vinicius Gonçalves, 2013 

These statements allow us to say that the square used in the investigation can be conceived as 
a place, a site of symbolic relevance for local residents. Not only can we confirm this 
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theoretical hypothesis, but also develop the theoretical notion of canopy places, in accordance 
with Elijah Anderson, inasmuch as the costs of civic opportunity are reduced in such a place 
due to the attitude of residents and the retroactive effects that such behavior generate in the 
consolidation of welcome spaces, in other words, spots within the metropolitan area that 
constitute a shelter for their users. These canopy places are truly civic structures in view of 
their convivial everyday life. These places are characterized by the intensity of the 
mobilization of the so-called “relational goods”, an expression proposed by Pugno (apud 
PICCINATO, 2008:7). In our standpoint, “the term ‘convivial’ coined by Ivan Illich is central 
in the sense that a convivial city is characterized by self-determined spaces, which mediate 
between legitimate differences and conflicting interests”, following the Bonsiepe (2010:62). 
For Anderson (2011: 31, 33 and 104), canopy places, such as the Rittenhouse Square in 
Philadelphia, can be described as: 

Occupying a full city block in the Center city Philadelphia, the reading Terminal Market is 
composed of numerous shops, restaurants, and kiosks that offer an array of goods and 
services. The terminal has always been known as a place where anyone could expect civility. 
(…) Under the canopy, within the exterior walls of reading Terminal Market or within the 
prescribed street boundaries of Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia’s premier public park, the 
atmosphere is usually calm and relatively pleasant, as a mix of people go about their 
business, at times self-consciously on good or “downtown” behavior, working to “be nice” 
or at least civil to the next person they encounter. 

Besides confirming that the square used in the investigation is a canopy place, refraining 
possibilities for the formation of oppressive spaces, simultaneously, - or for that matter – 
consolidating civic spaces in the metropolis of Rio de Janeiro, we come to the conclusion that 
the relation established between places and well-being allows us to contribute for the 
development of public policies ruled by territorial justice. According to Atkinson et al. 
(2012:1), “the centrality of two concepts, wellbeing and place, within contemporary 
governance and policy makes it timely to examine their possible meanings and the 
relationships between them through a range of academic inquires that can offer policy 
relevance and critical reflection”. 

Such contribution of the city’s political geography for the elaboration, observation, and 
evaluation of public policies is close to the work organized by Giorgio Piccinato in the Italian 
city of Fermo. Piccinato and collaborators (2008:5), in their work entitled Study of Urban 
Happiness agreed with the hypothesis that “happiness was the true aim of public policies”. 
The authors consider happiness to be a conceptual element belonging to the sphere of quality 
of life, and that “measuring happiness is, nevertheless, a complicated task, as it is most of the 
mental phenomena, due to the fact that it is only partly reflected on the behavior, though 
some social behavior are more frequent than happy people (PICCINATO, 2008:7). The 
author concludes that Fermo is a substantially happy town. 

 We suggest that the square investigated in this study is a canopy place endowed with high 
civic behavior and potentially happy, representing a sort of new spaces within the metropolis, 
“through a reconstitution of sociospatial relations”, as says Neil Brenner et al. (2012:62). 
Then, we can rethink up and repratice “the ‘Right to the City’ as the ‘Right to the production 
of urbanization’. Henri Lefebvre’s clarion call about the ‘Right to the City’ is indeed really 
one that urges us to think of the city as a process of collective codesign and coproduction” 
(SWYNGEDOUW, 2011:53). 

CONCLUSION 
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The right to the just city is strongly linked to the right to the civic city, and the promotion of 
canopy places is a very interesting path in order to create happier cities as humane places to 
be. Finally, we’re intenting to affirm the relationship between public, civic and political 
spaces as a methodological and geographic resource to comprehend the urban happiness. 
We’re trying to approach and expand the moral geographies horizons. 
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NOTE 

List of respondents: 
A – 63, married, retired, living in the area for 24 years.  
B – 61, married, housewife, living in the area for 24 years. 
C – 41, married, tradesman, living in the area for 10 years.  
D – 60, married, retired, living in the area for 30 years. 
E – 50, divorced, free-lancer, living in the area for 27 years.  
F – 53, married, civil servant, living in the area for 5 years.  
G – 23, single, works in a bank, living in the area for 23 years.  
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